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Miller, Ervien and NcNamara Brothers Case is Those in Central and South- New Mexico Statesmen Are His Peace Policy Has Inau- Lecture of Great Present Annual Report Presented at
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COST BDNDSJME BEEN FILED

Captain Murray Reports to

ernorInspection

Gov-

of

Penitentiary.
Governor Hills yesterday afternoon
made a thorough inspection of the j
territorial penitentiary anu was mucu
.satisfied with the cleanliness and sanitation that prevail. Pig pens, corrals
and other places of that kind have
been removed from within the enclosure to the fields outside and everything looks as neat as a pin. A very
large acreage has been put under
plow and the amount of crops will be
greatly increased this year. The new
will be completed within
two weeks, greatly enlarging the capacity of the penal institution which
has been crowded . Warden Cleofes
Romero is sending out as many convicts as can be spared to work on the
roads in different parts of the terriemtory, while those kept here are
ployed at various duties on the Penitentiary farm and at the brick plant,
the demand for
Penitentiary brick
In every respect, the
being brisk.
institution is a model and is being
managed very capably.
convicts were sent to
Twenty-fivSocorro tonight to work on the Blue
Fifty
Canyon road tov Magdalena.
more will go up the' Santa Fe canon
next week to complete the Scenic
Highway to the Pecos. Warden Romero is planning agricultural and dry
fanning grounds.
Notary Appointed.
Governor Mills has appointed Thos.
H. Long of Long, Roosevelt county,
a notary public.
Jones is Arrested,
Mounted Policeman J. W. Collier
telegraphed this morning that he has
arrested J. A. Jones at Taiban, Roosevelt county, for shooting Edward
Gardner, whose injuries are pronounced fatal.
Filed Cost Bond.
Com
The Farmers' Development
pany has filed a cost bond in case Xo.
37 on their appeal from the decision
of the board of water-- commissioners.
Jones and' Rogers have also filed cost
bond'
appeal No. 331.
Reported to Governor.
Captain Murray of the New Mexico
Military Institute and recently ap
pointed instructor of the New Mexico
National Guard, will spend a week in
the city conferring with Adjutant Gen
eral Brookes. Captain Murray came
riere to report to the governor as or
dered by the war department.
Gone to Las Vegas.
A dispatch from Las Vegas states:
J. D. Merriwether, territorial good
roads engineer, has returned from Sil
ver City, where he had been superintending work on road construction.
Mr. Merriwether will spend several
weeks here looking after the construc
road.
tion of the Las Vegas-Mor- a
Business Dull.
The "business" in the territorial
secretary's office has been very dull
for the past few days and the scarcity
of incorporation filings has been noticed. It is wondered by officials if
the excitement over statehood has
caused corporation builders to forget
their interests in the development of
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He Will Be the Harry Orchard San Bias and Fuerto, the Former Delegate Andrews Adds a Few Democracy, Rather Than ArisMore to His Two Hundred
Capital of Sinalao, Are
tocracy, Favors Arbitra
Scapegoat of Los Angeles
Bills.
Prosecution.
Taken.
tion.
Fifty
Los Angeles, April 28. The true
outlines of the great criminal case involving the McNamara Brothers and
Ortie McManigal began to assume
form today. The ail prominent feature is the confession which McManigal is purported to have made, first
to Detective Burns in Chicago, and
then in a more complete form to District Attorney Fredericks here yesterday. The case is assuming more and
more the asiiects of the Mover, Haywood and Pettibone case at Boise in
the trial for the murder of former
Even the
Governor
Steunenberg.
".Harry Orchard'' feature promises
to be repeated, almost in duplicate.
It: is believed that the arraignment of
the accused men will take place early
next week, .lob Harrison, one of the
attorneys for the McXamaras said
today that he intended to call upon
McManigal again to ask him whether
he had made a confession to District
Attorney Fredericks and determine
whether he wanted an attorney. The
district attorney when told this said
that .Mr. Harriman will not be permitted to see McManigal.
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ACCOMPLISHED

Dr Gray Will Read and Miss Marking of Santa Fe Trail One
Cheshire Will Sing at
of Important Features of
Year's Tasks

Ixindon. April 28. Guild Hall today
Nogales, April 28. News was re--j Special to the New 'Mexican.
Professor J. H. Watson of the
eeived here that a large force of in- Washington, April 28. R. H. Han-- , witnessed a mammoth meeting for the.
of New Mexico, who will lecsurgents has surrounded the port of na, before the House committee on adoption of resolutions pledging the ture at
Library hall tomorrow evenAnglo-Mazatlan and has cut off the water-- territories, pleaded for amendments city of London to support
is an alumnus of
on
The!
com-- ' to the constitution.
ing
'eugenics,"
Railroad
the
of
ho
said
He
American complete arbitration.
that
supply
city.
municatiou with the beleaguered city was a Republican, but had not sup-- meeting represented the democracy of Baldwin University and holds a mashas been suspended because of the ported the Republican, organization. England rather than its aristocracy, ter's degree from Western Reserve
dynamiting of bridges and the holding! Ralph C Kly captured all in a con-j- . Mr. Balfour and Mr. Asquiih spoke University.
Previous to his coming
up of trains. Wire communication vincing speech. Many Democrats said eloctuently of the treaty first proposed!
tn
of NVw Mexico he
the
University
first!
that
news
was
it was a pity that he
since the
President Taft, declaring
itj
also is cut and no
rot a mem-jobattle just outside of the city a few ber of the convention. A. H. Fall con-- : would marl; a new era in civilization,! was instructor in biology at Western
but both pointedly declared that such Reserve University, Berea College and
days ago, when more than a hundred eludes tomorrow.
wounded were brought inio the city,
arbitration treaty of the rniredj Rochester College. At present he is
folW. H. Andrews introduced the
toward a doctor's degree from
out.
been
has
sent
bills: To establish a Soldier's Stales and Great Britain does not! working
j lowing
the University of Chicago.
Home at Santa Fe, also a fish culture nll'!ln immediate reduction of arma-- j
San Bias Reported Captured.
Some years ago. Professor Watson
special ments.
Nogales, Ariz., April :'v Well au- - j station; an act to prohibit
on
prepared an exhaustive bulletin
Arbitration Resolution Cheered.
thenticated report has reached hers; laws, to approve certain laws, to dis-- j
"The Common Flowering
Plants of
wc-l-Resolutions
that the Mexican rebels have captured approve certain other law:-- , to pro-- j
i,omi,n, April 2.
Bernalillo
which was pubthe important city of San lilas. Sinai hibit laws fo limit the territorial in-- ! coming the proposal of the Vnitedj lished and County,"
wide attention.
attracted
a
reservoir.'
to
construct
arbiof
debtedness,
loa. This is about fifty miles below
tfrates faVor a general treaty
He has
also on "The Habits
Britain and pledg-- j of New published
Fuerto. the former capital of the in Sandoval county, also in the Man-- j t!.ation wjtn
Mexico Shrikes," and has in
state, which was reported as hav- - zano mountains, to issue bridge bonds- inf, tne citizens of London to the prin-- j preparation an illustrated article:
seein
also
for
Valencia
the
moved
county;
a
was
of
such
The!
treaty,
ins been captured by the rebels.
eipals
"The Plant Geography, of Central New
whole region appears to be overrun retary of the interior to allot the ljy pn.mjer Asquith and seconded by
Mexico," for the Botanical Gazette of
!
reser-in
Mescalcro
lands
the
Indian
Balfour. They were adopted among
with rebels. The railroad for hun-- j
Chicago. Besides these and other
vation and to establish a national f,, eat cheering.
dreds of miltjs is tied up.
studies, Professor Watson is ready to
park; to add the Lincoln national for- Uncle Sam is Peeved.
lecture on nature study iopies.-"Birto the Alamo national forest, to MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
est
and Their Migrations." "Our Insect
Washington, April 28. In an official! donate a quarter section to Bedford
OF ALBUQUERQUE, Friends
and Enemies." "Animal Parastatement today the state department forest, cam) of Confederate Veterans:
sites of Man," and "Insects and Distakes exception to an interview given also an act for the exploration and
to
587
Give
Wag?
Employment
They
ONE WOMAN SUFFOCATED,
ease." During the coming summer he
by Ramon Corral, vice president of
of mines on
land
Earners Who Draw $560,000 a
MANY HURT IN FIRE. Mexico, published in Diario of Mexico purchase
will lecture on these subjects at counclaims.
Year in Wages.
ty institutes in the. territory. His speCity, in which that official charges
Flood is Optimistic.
Waldron Block and Palmer Hotel at that the Mexican revolution is being
cial Wfi of study it on the insects
Washington, April 28. Tie siiti-- l Washington, April 28 A prelimi- of New Mexico. With all his refomented by Americans, with a view
Memphis, Tennessee, Was in
Flames This Forenoon.
of forcing intervention. The matter ment in the committee and congress is: nary statement of the general results search and lecture work, Mr. Watson
was officially called to the depart- strongly in favor of the admission of 'of the Thirteenth I'nited States ('en-- is also dairy inspector and city chemMy sus of Manufactures for the year l:)09 ist for
Albuquerqu?.
Memphis, , April 28. One woman ment's attention by Ambassador Wil- New Mexico at this session.
is that a resolution to this! of the City of Albuquerque. N. M.,
opinion
son.
From the foregoing, it will he seen
a
dozen other persons
suffocated, half
There!
effect will undoubtedly pass.
was issued today by Census Director that the lecturer of tomorrow
Rebels Want More Guarantees.
evening
overcome by smoke, and several
is a strong sentiment for a few Durand.
It was prepared under the is well
prepared to talk about life,
of
2S.
El Paso, April
The return
others injured by a fire that wrecked
changes but if they are made they will direction of Mr. William M. Steuart. heredity, growth and Kindred topics
rne lower noor or ine waiciron mock.,) General Keyes makes it necessary not delay the admission of the state. chief statistician for manufactures, in
"Eugenics."
the upper floors of which were occu- - that the insurrectos insist that Presi- (Signedi H. I) i lood, chairman ot Bureau of the Census.
Dr. McQueen Gray will read, and
pied by the Palmer hotel. A number j dent Diaz give the rebels stronger House Committee on Territories.
and
TlMS
Miss Cheshire will sing at the lecture
j
tgmn are preliminary
of lodgers escaped over the roofs of guarantees of security and liberty
Judge McFie Stays in.
subject to such revision as may be tomorrow evening.
to
heretofore
than
offered,
according
adjoining buildings.
Washington, April 2.S. Judge John necessary after a further examination
a statement given out by Provisional
R. McFie of Santa Fe, arrived here' of the original reports.
In
President Madero today.
the
and called on the attorney j The value of products represents!
minds of those familiar with Mexican Wednesday
E BREV1
their selling price or value at the
general it is said, to secure a
OUTBREAK
politics says the statement the "orBer
to the bench, R. H. Han-- ' plants as actually turned out. by the
pointment
which brings General Reye to Mexito represent various
during the census year, and!'
co is bound to arouse questions as to na, claiming
of Santa Fe. however,
has does not necessarily have any relation
D DEMOCRACY
torneys
AT GANTO the sincerity of the president in the blocked the effort again ay bringing to the amount of sales ftfr that, year,
present exchanges."
forward the charges of "subservience The values under this head also In- Diaz Appoints Commissioner.
to political influence" filed over a yearj :ii1(k, the amount received for work
Those Are Grounds EpiscoPaso, April 2S. General Madero ago, and which charges, he says will Inn m.nerh.is fnrnised liv others
Thousands of Residents Are wasEl offlciafly
notified today that Pres- jbe vigorously pressed if McFie's name' The details can be drawn from the
palians Urge for Change
ident Diaz has appointed a peace com- ,is sent to the senate for confirmation, tabular summary which follows:
Fleeing For Safety to
in Prayer Book
missioner to complete the peace nego- in view ot the early prospects ol Number of establishments
:h
Hong-Kon- g
tiations with a similar commissioner statehood it is said McFie will likely Capital
$ 847.ut.Mi
to be appointed by the rebel, leader. heive umn uie nrsi, state election is
of materials used
riS4,uoo
The government commissioner
to.
left caneu.
TBEHDOFIHE
300,000 THE
aim iviigts
ANARCHY AMONG THE TROOPS Mexico
jnaiaiies
LaFollette Simply Protests.
City last night. The conferMiscellaneaus expense..
70,000
ence will be held on the Mexican side
i ne expect
,vas.HuSiuu, April
1.2SS. i!
Valll. (lf rodlI(,,8
of the Rio Grande, midway between ec. llglll UgUlllSt me nepilUllcan
Even the Church Must Get
ap- - V!,1P nilflerl hv manufacture
Revolutionists Obtain Explosives Juarez and Msdero's camp.
pointments on the Senate committees
,,)ro(1,Ks ess oos, of ma.
Away From Long Winded-nes- s
and Are Fighting Desuiu not. ueveioi loaay. senator
Fighting Keeps Right On.
704,000
terials)
and Aristocracycontented himself with read- Kmployes:
Tucson, Ariz., April 28. The fightperately.
offie- ing between the retiels and federals ing a formal protest against the se
Number of salaried
has been resumed In the vicinity of lections made by the regular Republi- .Washington. April 28. The revision
t!7
ials and clerks
Hong Kong, April 28. Only official
of the book of common prayer was
Hermosillo, Sonora, and according to cans.
of
number
wage
Average
are
received
this advices received here
being
messages
urged by Rev. Dr. Percy S. Grant of
men were
McHarg May Have to Economize,
earners employed during
morning from Canton, where a revo- killed and wounded inforty
New York, in addressing the twenty-nint2S.
a battle at
Unless
April
Washington,
r87
the year
lutionary outbreak occurred last night Horcasitas on April 25th. Two hun- Ormsby McHarg, former assistant
congress of the Protestant EpisThe revoluThese are disquieting.
copal church in session here today.
and twenty-fiv- e
federals engaged secretary of the department of com- - EDITOR BERNIE MULLANE
tionists liave obtained a quantity of dred
One reason he gave was that the
a smaller number of rebels, who with- merce and labor,
to accept
0F KNOWLES PLEADS GUILTY.
'
explosives and the government has drew when their ammunition was ex- $6,000 instead of agrees a
"prayer book is stationary and aristohis
$12,000
year,
asked the steamship companies plycratic while the present trend of
hausted.
his
as
fee
for
present
compensation,
He ls Sent to
for Ninet Days by
ing to that city to suspend service lest
the territory.
things is toward motion and democthe Choctaw Indians, his
representing
w.
H.
chief
be
arms
in.
Justice
arrests
Pope
smuggled
Many
Successful Trip.
racy." He further held that there is
ATTORNEY A. B. RENEHAN
contract with that tribe win be ter
were
R08weu
and
made
at
when
fighting began
a present day demand for brevity in
The Santa Feans who are out on a
LANDS THE APPOINTMENT. minated in six months.
FishWalter
the soldiers arrested a revolutionary
Rev. Dr. George W. Dougeverything.
good roads crusade, traveling per
lire
:
ui
writlias
ur.w,
nmfiiui,
leader and his followers who were Is
Koswell, N. M. April 2S. Foilor. las, canon of the cathedral of St.
Re- ien nir.
auto, have arrived at Raton in safety,
Personal
Selected
of
to
effect.
Attorney
this
This til court has been in session
Aicnarg
three
even if they got a wetting in a heavy carrying arms and boldly proclaiming
ceiver Miguel A. Otero of the
step was taken after a telegram was days and nears its end. The 18 petit John the Divine, of New York, expressed the opinion that the ten commandrain at Glorieta. Of their trip the their purpose, surrounded the vicesent to the Indians asking if they
Albuquerque Eastern.
roy's palace and set it afire. The
jurors who responded to summons ments should be restored "to what
Las Vegas Optic says:
to
Mr.
wanted
retain
serMcHarg's
this morning were dismissed without scholars are pretty generally agreed
"The scenic highway and the Mora revolutionists armed with rifles and
Attorney A. B. Renehan has been vices. They replied that they did but
ever trying a case and the grand jury was the original and shorter form."
road were visited today by Terri- bombs, fought desperately. A num- appointed by former Governor M. A. at $(1,000.
made its final report at ?, o'clock this
D. Miller, ber were killed on both sides. The Otero as his personal attorney to look
torial Engineer Charles
Berth for New Mexico Physician.
afternoon and was discharged. Court WILL MAKE THEIR
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien and soldiers finally got control of the sit- after legal business that comes beWashington.
C, April 28. Earl took a recess until Saturday mornHOME IN SANTA FE.
I. Sparks, a commissioner of Santa uation and energetic measures to pre- fore him as receiver of the AlbuquerSprague Bullock of New Mexico has ing, when a final session will be held.
Fe county. The men arrived in Las vent another outbreak were taken. que Eastern railway.
been appointed by President Taft a The final report of the grand Jury
Thousands of residents are fleeing to
Charles M. Stauffer Given' a Farewell
Mr. Renehan is said to have taken
Vegas this morning on an automobile
this city. They say that anarchy is no
first lieutenant, of the medical re- showed five true bi'is, three against
in Big
in
recent
journey from Santa Fe to Raton.
Mexico
New
the
Reception by
part
the
rife
of
Canton.
serve corps, United States army. Lieu- Kditor Bernie Mullane, of Knowles,
soldiers
among
After visiting the highway and the
Business.
Eastern law suit
Mora road near Sapello, the men left
and his appointment was the result tenant Bullock is a physician now and two against otjjer parties not yet
this afternoon for Raton. Returning TAFT REFUSES TO
of Receiver Otero's desire to get a living at Silver City. N. M. He will arrested. One "no" bill was returned, (South Bethlehem, Pa., Daily Globe.)
PARDON RICH CATTLEMEN.
be notified today of the appointment. in the case of Joy Settle, and he was
disinterested and able lawyer."
"Charles M. Stauffer, recognized as
they likely will spend a longer time in
Honor for Santa Fe Boy.
Las Vegas.
Bernie Mullane pleaded one of the leading
discharged.
or
figures in the
selection
Mr.
Renehan's
Speaking
Sets a Good Example in Not Yielding
Washington, April 28 Ernest Knae-be- l guilty yesterday to one count and wholesale grocery business in PennMiller is Hustling.
forMr.
said
feel
"I
Otero
very
today:
to Pressure on Behalf of Wealthy
of Colorado, who has been con- - was sentenced to 90 days in jail. The
"Carrying out the wishes of Govertunate in having been able to secure
sylvania, and his family left. BethleNebraskans.
with the department of jus- - other two counts were dismissed hem at 12:10 o'clock
nected
nor Mills, Territorial Engineer Millet
Mr.
he
the services of
Renehan
Monday on the
and
Is rushing work on good roads confor some years, more recently W alter Cecil, Henry L. Cappleman
Railroad for Santa Fe,
of all legal mat- tice
full
have
will
Valley
Ichigh
charge
28.
President
April
struction. He is visiting all the Washington,
ters. I have known him for years and in charge of its public land division, and George Calvert, indicted at the New Jfex'co, where they will make
Bart-let- t
was yesterday nominated by the
t
points where work is in progress and Taft today refused a pardon to
term of court, pleaded guilty to their home.
Mr. Stauffer, who re
William Comstock, I have confidence in his ability to han ident to be assistant attorney-generaRichards,
where roads are desired. His presj.rtrjurv jn filinE on land at Melrose, signed as Secretary and Treasurer of
all
the
work
will
dle
that
arise
legal
a
Jameson
of
Charles
Is
Aquilla,
the
for
ent trip
triplet
Mr. Knaebel is a son of Judge John'iiia filinp" ruiinc murlo u t Pin vie Tlin
purpose of de
J A. Eberts & Company, to become
my receivership."
H. Knaebel of Santa Fe, X. M.
are of wealthy Nebraska cattlemen con- during
termining what improvements
irst two were each fined $230 and a partner in the New Mexican Print
needed in this- - part of New Mexico. victed of conspiracy to defraud the
costs and the third was fined $300 and ing company at Santa Fe, was tender
FUNERAL OF MRS. MARIA
The ultimate completion of the scenic government of grazing lands along
costs. They paid their fin s It was ed a farewell by fellow employes of
LOPEZ TOMORROW. COMMENCEMENT AT U. S.
Richards
and
border.
to
the
from
Raton
Wyoming
highway
Albuquerque
INDIAN SCHOOL.
alleged that they had sworn falsely the Klx-rt-s
Company on Saturday.
Is one of the cherished ambitions of Comstock were sentenced to a year
a., to continuous residence on claims. The salesmen from Allentown, BanMr. Miller as well as Governor Mills. imprisonment and Jameson "to six Friends Are Invited to Attend the
exercommencement
The
annual
The case against Buster Degraften-rei- gor. Scranton- - and the Bethlehems
Obsequies at the Cathedral
Petitions are out for the con- months.
cises of the U. S. Indian Industrial
at Eight o'clock.
fjr illegal fencing was dismissed meeting at the local office for the fortstruction of the road up the Chama
will
on
18
take place
and
School,
May
upon payment of the costs by defend- nightly 'school session,' surprised Mr.
to the top of the Continental divide JUDICIARY CLASHES
19. On the
day, the Field ant. Attachments were issued for R. Stauffer with the
The funeral of Mrs. Maria del Pilar
WITH LEGISLATURE.
presentation of a
there to connect with the road down
In L.
day exercises will take place.
tode
will
take
Montoya
Lopez,
place
Phillips and G. F. Billings for fail- solid gold Howard watch and a handcomwill
the Canyon Largo. This
these
besides
the
Indian
St.
school,
plete the highway from Santa Fe to Superior Court of Illinois Grants Writ morrow morning at 8 o'clock from the Michael's college, St. Catherine's In- ure to respond to jury summons. Both some fob, the latter representing Mr.
Cathedral. Interment will be in
In
of Habeas Corpus to
Farmington."
dian school and the Deaf and Dumb were fined the amount of the costs Stanffer's standing in Masonry.
All
friends
The cases against a happy presentation speech, J. A.
of
the
cemetery.
Outfit.
Tilden, et al.
s"hool will participate. On May 19, for contempt.
Grading
family are invited to attend. The fol- at 8 p. m. the- commencement exer- Charles Lusk and George Miller, for Eberts, President of the company,
"According to Mr. Miller a grading
outfit will be sent here at once and
Chicago, April 28. Judge Petit in lowing relatives have arrived from a cises will take place. The commence- illegal fencing, were dismissed upon sketched Mr. Stauher's business career from his start, a score of years
will be placed in operation on the the superior court today granted
a distance to attend the funeral: Chair- ment address will be made by Dr. W. payment of the costs.
Mora road between Las Vegas and writ of habeas corpus for Edward Til- man Roman Gallegos of the San Mi- E. Garrison, president of the New
For
ago, in the Elberts company.
Lecture The second of nearly eighteen years (Mr. Stauffer
Second
Sapello. It was at the latter place the den, George M. Benedict and W. C. guel Board of County Commissioners;
Mexico College of Agriculture and Mefirst work on the new highway was Cummings within half an hour after Mrs. Eugenlo Romero of Las Vegas; chanic Arts.
)
the series will be given under the aus- siient two years in Santa Fe,
begun. Over three miles of road has they were arrested by officers of the Mr. and Mrs. Refugio Esquibel of Las
of he was in the employ of the Eberts
pices of the Woman's Board
been built and the climb y up the Illinois senate, for refusing to testify Vegas; Mr. and Mrs. Pablo Martinez, DOING NOTHING IS A
Trade at Library Hall tomorrow ev- company, a stockholder, director, and
'
Sapello hill has been made easy to before jthe Lorimer investigating com- Postmaster Ignacio Lopez of Las VeDEMOCRATIC FORTE. ening. Miss Cheshire will sing, Dr. Secretary and Treasurer upon the
Mora-Lamittee.
The entire
negotiate.
Mr.
and
gas; Mr. and Mrs. J. Amado Lucero
Gray will read and Professor J. R. company's incorporation.
Judge Petit set Monday as the date of Espanola; and Mrs. Lucas Lucero
Denver, April 2? There was no Watson will lecture. Admission, 25 Mrs. Stauffer leave with the hearty-gooon
for
the hearing.'
of Los Luceros.
(Continued
Page Five.)
election in today's senatorial ballot.
wishes of their many friends."
cents.
j

WORK

1902-04-

and
General
Madam President
tubers ot the Twentieth Continental Congress o! the Daughters of th-tecricn Ue obit ion
lopMexico has throN,
ed Chapters ami two in process of
niiC ol the latter al Carlsbad,
an l one al Roswell.
K.ich one of Uw three Arthe Chapa spffrific Sill" of
a
ters, ,;)!i it ii;i-v.ork.
The S'eiiiicn W. Kearney Chapter
at Santa Fe. 'the first one formed in
the Southwest, with wise judgment
after erecting
and kivn foresight,
several monuments to historic; iierson-af;e- s
early in its existence, decided
to start a library of general genealoIt
litis coMoct.-gical information.
nearly all of the volumes composing
'he New England Genealogical and
GenHistorical Register. Hayden's
Coloniand
Dictionary,
ealogical
al. Revolutionary and Civil Ward Records, In fact, it has made its library
so useful to the general public thai
se
it is expected soon to be given
of a room in thebeautlful Territorial Capitol, where all those desiring to consult these genealogical
books of reference may do so.
M

:

-

i

well-dev-

i

t

tn-u-

Stiver City.
The Jacob Bennett Chapter at Si'wr
City, is a marvel in its accomplished
work. It owns and maintains a beautiful park in the center of the city.
also owns a log house, the firs'
one built in that section of the country. This is to be used as its Chapter House. Tiio park litis an iron
t nee, a band stand, trees,
shrubbery,
and velvety 'lawns, and is known as
the 1). A. II. park.
less than three years ago, this
chapter started a public library,
w liich
it maintains, and already it
lias collected over seven hundred
volumes.
1 lie Society of the Children of the
Revolution, is under the direct management or' this Chapter, which last
year won its laurels when it received the loving cup for the largest
donation, in proportion to its number, to the Children Room in Continental Hall. This year, it has ordered a beautiful loiintain for the D. A.
It. attends to
1:. park.
many other
civic matters, and is a recognized
power ill the community in which its
members dwell.
Albuquerque.
The Lew Wallace Chapter, at Albuquerque, is doing both a noble, and a
and
generous work, in purchasing
maintaining several traveling libraries, which are placed under the supervision of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction for Bernalillo county, in
which it is located. These libraries
are eagerly sought and thoroughly appreciated. Each of these Jiree chapters mentioned also has given a mahogany chair for use on the platform
in this beautiful hall, of which we
are all so proud, and. Madam President General, I now embrace the opto
portunity accorded me formally
present these chairs with the goodwill, unfailing loyalty and
of these Chapters from the far southwest.
I
have called attention to
tleJ
special work of each Chapter, which
it never loses sight of, and have not
dwelt at all on many social functions,
the celebrations of historic anniversaries, etc.: in which all have particiof
pated, believing that a relation
these matters should be Included in
any report, which a Chapter Itself,
may desire to make. Therefore, only
the actual work along a specific line
for the benefit of the community at
large, has been referred to in this report.
Marking Santa Fe Trail.
The work done by the State Regent in the matter of completing
the marking of the Santa Fe Trail
through New Mexico, haB been far
from easy. She has always worked
with the knowledge in mind that the
of
Society of the Daughters
the
American Revolution
would receive
the credit for this great achievement.
She labored unceasingly during many
years until the legislature of the Territory, two years ago , appropriated
$U0t to aid this undertaking.
She has
procured beautiful granite Markers,
one to be placed every ten miles on
this historic trail through New Mexico, and with pardonable
pride she
states that all of them are made,
paid for and delivered, and will be
placed in position as soon as the
State Regent returns' to her home.
It may not be amiss to state that
the beginning of that trail
really
started in 1S04, when Mr. Morrison of
Kaskaskia, Illinois, a merchant of
that place, despatched a French Creole, named Baptiste La Lande with
merchandise
and money, hoping to
oiieu A trade with the Spanish possessions, La Lande neither returned
to his employer nor accounted
for
the proceeds of his profitable expe- I

God-spee-

(Contlnued

on Page Five.)
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It Grows Hair

him.
Must File Inventory of Estate Probate Judge Roman De La O at Las
Cruces has ordered that Francisco J.
Amador, as administrator of the estate of Refugio Ruiz de Amador, deceased, shall render an account showing the condition of said estate, file a
complete inventory of the property
which came into the possession of the
said administrator and account for all
moneys and personal property roceiv- ed Dy nim wnicll ,!ie deceased held
at tne time of ncr death.

DENVER BREAD

"The Best I Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

Marvelous as it may seem, Rexall
"93" Hair Tonic has grown hair on
heads that were once bald. Of course,
i nnone of these cases were the hair
roots dead, nor had the scalp taken
on a glazed, shiny appearance.
Rexall "93" Hair Tonic acts scientifically, destroying the germs which
are usually responsible for baldness.
It penetrates to the roots of the hair,
stimulating and nourishing them. It
is a most pleasant toilet necessity, is j
delicately perfumed and will not gum
or permanently stain the hair,
We want you to get a bottle of
Hexall "93" Hair Tonic and use it
as directed. If it does not relieve
scalp irritation, remove dandruff, prevent the hair from falling out and
promote an increased growth of hair,
and in every way give entire satisfac
tion, simply come back and tell us,
and without question or formality we
will hand back to you every penny
you paid us for it. Two sizes, 50c,
and $1.00. Sold only at our store
The Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug
Company.

Arrested 25 Times for Drunkenness
John O'Brien, arrested last night for
drunkenness, paid a fine in police
court of ?5 this morning. Jose Alba-- i
rez, in default of a similar sum to pay
a fme assessed for the same charge,
was put in jail for five days. Carlos
Griego, an aggravated case of habitu-- :
al drunkenness, was remanded to the
county jail for an indefinite term. This
is unego s case in a nut shell ana
time by
today was the twenty-fiftactual count, that he has been known
to have been carried "in" by an offi
cer. Albuquerque Herald.
Fatal Bite of Rattle Snake In an
extremely critical condition as the re-- I
suit of the bite of a rattlesnake, Gus
Holstrom, a well known resident of
THE DULY BOUND UP.
Tucson, was brought into that city
and entered as a patient in the emer-- j
gency ward of St. Mary's hospital.
The Clime of Santa Fe,
Holstrom had ben working on the
extension of the Twin Buttes line and
(By Charles S. Rawles.)
Last fall the muse came waving a was aiding several other men in plac-- !
good-byword or two
ing a rail. In doing so he came close
To the Santa Clara Canyon in its to the rattler, which he did not no
autumn-coloretice until the reptile had struck him
hue
But in tribute to us climate, where in the right arm, just above the elj
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Foley Sidney Fills

or whom will get

Here Are Facts We Want
You to Prove at Our Risk

The Little Store

He h;is 10 children, all
citizenship through

ffl

Established

TONIC IN ACTION - QUICK IN RESULTS
Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,

1856.

Incorporated

1903

KIDNEY

and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION of the
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES.
A positive boon to

SELICil

BROS. C

MIDDLE AGED ard ELDERLY
PEOPLE and

for WOMEN.
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
says. "For two years I have been
troubled with severe kidney trouble.
The pains across my back and over
my hips were so bad that they almost ft
meant death to me at times. I used jjjf
several well known kidney remedies ;)
which gave me no relief until I used if.
Kianey Fins, ana tnese l can
Uiithfully recommend as they have
made me sound and well." Sold by
all druggists.
j

Puritan Art Draperies
THE NEWEST MATERIALS FOR DECORATING

j

YOUR HOME

j

GROCERY
Southern
WE

GIVE

Corner Plaza,

REGISTER

TICKETS

Santa Fe.
WITH

.

Telephone

ALL

CASH

GO
No. 40.

PURCHASES.

Burns Oliver Lohmaan, son of Oscar
Lohman, the Las Cruces banker, was
very seriously burned by the explosion of the gasoline pump on his
His
ranch near Mesilla yesterday.
face and arms were badly burned and
he is suffering very acutely from the
terrible pain of his burns.

h

'

Louis Napoleon
Groceries and Delacatessen

FRESH PIES

FRESH CAKES

Hiram Glass, Texas Counsel for Many
Lines, Agrees With Senator
LaFollette.

FOR

Austin,
Texas, .prii 28. While
Senator LaFollette of Wisconsin, ow-- !
ing to his well established views rel-- I
ative to railroad corporations, is not
so popular with railway managements
that he might be presumed to have
naRSpS nvpr all thp lines of the coun
try, he finds at least one supporter
among the railroad class in Texas.
Hiram Glass, counsel at Austin for
all the principal roads in this state,
agrees with Senator LaFollette on at
least one contention, and that is as
to the method of arriving at a true
valuation of the railroad properties of
the country. Mr. Gluss contends there
has not been any correct valuation
of Texa3 roads made by the railroad
commission.
By agreeing with Senator LaFollette, Mr. Glass may prove

bow.

December's sweet as May
en-

f P.

Big Centipede After
Albuquerque
Man F. H. Reinhart, of Albuquerque,
is exhibiting to his friends a giant
I have lived in many portions of this centipede, safely enclosed in a glass
IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
United States
jar. He awakened "suddenly from a
In the lands of freeze, or icy breeze, deep sleep some time before midnight
or where grow figs and dates
to find a centipede crawling toward
of all the spots for climate, most him, then being only a foot away.
The Simplest and Most Compact Gasoline Engine Ever But
What happened when j.r. Reinhart
perfect, I should say,
Constructed. Its small but extremely powerful, makes This little place 'has won the race, saw the thousand legged insect makthis little Santa Fe.
ing for him is better imagined than
a power pumping plant out of any windmill pump.
described.
Finally the centipede was
I've lived upon the coast of Maine, captured and bottled.
ANY BOY
where salty sea congeals
Given In the case of
Damages
CAN RUN
I've lived in San Francisco, with its Mary L. Coe vs Holaway. Mathew &
Golden Gate and seals;
THIS
Dyer, which has been occupying the
,some attention of the district court at Las to be the man who will cause road
Key West and old Havana
ENGINE.
I
to
had
stay
years
Cruces before Judge Parker for the managements to understand that the
But none of them for climate can past five days, judgment has been ren Wisconsin
senator's plan is the best
We guarantee the Farm Pump Engine with reasonable care
equal Santa b e.
dered for the plaintiff for 20 tons of for all concerned.
to run without trouble or bother as long as kept properly
hay valued at $200. This is the case
Some seven years in Boston, many from Anthony in which the land
lubricated and supplied with clean gasoline.
If you want anything on
try
sojourns in New York
New Mexican Want Ad.
changed hands before the lease exWhere sweltering heat, or blizzards pired, the new owners
removing the
beat spasmodically uncork;
We can furnish any horse power engine required for your
HOW'S THIS?
hay which was claimed by the lessee.
Atlanta and Savannah in Georgia, far
Good Time at Other People's Ex- work. For sale by
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
away
pense Retribution has at last over-- , ward for any case of Catarrh that
FRANK
GORMLEY, Santa Fe, N. M. But not a one has ever shone a patch
Reese White, who left Las
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure,
to Santa Fe.
gas for parts unknown about a year
CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
j.
ago after having gathered to himself
the undersigned, have known
we,
The Keystone and the Empire State by means of forged checks about $150.
Cheney for the last 15 years, and
from the "Black Diamond" Ex- White was arrested about three F
bliVe him perfectly honorable in all
press,
months ago in' Springfield, Mo. After busilM5SS transactions
and financially
Niagara and Lehigh Valley look pret- a trial, which resulted in a speedy
aWJ to carry out any obligations made
ty in June uress,
.
vu.ini;uu. uc was aeiitcuueu iu cikiil u,- And Michigan's a marvel, I've lived years in the Missouri penitentiary. In
KINNAN & MARVIN,
a
there many
day
that institution he will pay with the WALDING,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O.
But I'd rather be a pauper and live sweat of his brow for the good times
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken interin Santa Fe.
he had with his
money, La
acting directly upon he blood
nally,
Vegas Optic.
mucous
surfaces of the system.
and
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
The place was never built can boast
Begins Shipping Ties .Margarito Testimonials sent free. Price 75c.
...... l...-- i.
...
of any better clime
r
r
a
ALFALFA SEED. AH kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and package
. v ?ullJIJ"? "B"
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists
The Jersey hills wi- t- wood and rills,
xutijiiuiciiL ui 1113 i:uuiicli:i wim
Pills tor consti
or Utah's peaks sublime,
the Santa Fe. The ties are being! Take Hall's Family
Fe
house in
The only exclusive
Arizona comes the nearest, pride of loaded on cars on the Hot Springs pation.
the boundless West
branch. In the present shipment there
But Santa Fe, most any day is better are 6,000. The ties were cut in Mr.
Ask
than the best.
Romero's timber reserves at El
a
he
where
has
force
had
large
Phone Black
Phone Black
So let me pay my tribute to the old- of men at work for several months.
Mr. Romero's men and saw mill likely
est little town
That for climate, sun and weather will be at work the greater part of
the summer preparing the ties called
has everything done brown.
Maybe in heaven 'tis better, golden for in his contract. The ties are
hauled in wagons from El Porvenir to
gates and streets, they say,
But for an
clime, just give me the Hot Springs, a distance of about
fourteen miles. Las Vegas Optic.
Santa Fe.
Disappears Appre
Death of Aged Resident After a hension was caused at Albuquerque
painful illness, Matiano Maestas, an by the disappearance of Frank Stortz,
aged resident of Las Vegas Hot Jr., from his home at 715 West Gold
avenue. The young man, 3 years of
Springs, died Wednesday.
age, was found after several hours
at
Another
Divorce
Las
Vegas
Lumber and all kinds
and
Lump, nut
Judge Cbrcnce J. Roberts has issued near the electrical house of M. Nash.
of building material
mine run coal
Oliver Lohman Sustains Severe who does your Cleaning and Pressing,
to j. H. Vaughn a decree of divorce
from his wife, Mollie Vaughn.
and those who are best satisfied with
YARD ON KICKOX STREET, NEAR
PILES CURED ING TO 14 DAYS.
in Meadow
Adventists
City The
their orders in that line will surely
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.
people of the Seventh Day Adventist PAZO OINTMENT is guaranteed to core refer you to us. We have built up a
ot Itching. Blind, Bleeding or Po
faith have organized a church of that any ca Piles
In 6 to 14 days or money
truding
s
work
reputation for doing
60e.
denomination at Las Vegas with Rev.
Phone Red 100
Phone Red 100
in a short time and at a very moderate
C. McReynolds as pastor.
scarlet Fever Closes Las Cruces
We are pleased to receive
charge.
We Have Built Up
Schools The public schools at Las
family trade, and assure you beforeCruces closed Wednesday at noon on
hand of complete satisfaction.
account of scarlet fever.
101 Washington Ave
Wedding and Dance Miss Mara-qnitArmijo and Jose D. Mares were
married at Las Vegas. A dance and
reception in honor of the newly married couple was given.
Murder Unavenged ApAnother
parently the officers have so far failCor. Palace and Washington Avenues
ed to locate John Higgs, charged
with killing J. D. Middleton, April 10,
on the sheep range of the latter,
HACK
southwest of Roswell.
AsReleased
Alleged Kidnapper
Prom
cension Archuleta, charged with kidTAOS
BARRANCA
naping the two American boys, ConWE HANDLE LUMBER
verse and Blatt, was released at El
South
North
Meets
Both
Paso, the boys being unable to Iden- In large quantities and have every
for
the
modern
furnishing
facility
Trains.
Bounds
tify him as their abductor.
Came to El Paso in Boat Faustlao very best rough or dressed
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ot
Lumber
a merchant of South
Armendariz,
H. P.
the north bound train and arrives at
$L500
are
thus
We
of every description.
at 7 p. m.
Campbell street, El Paso, made apbest prices Taos
We repair and care for all makes
for citizenship enabled to make the very
T en miles shorter than say otisr
plication Wednesday
of such high grads.
Armendariz says he came to for Lumber
papers,
GASOLINE AND SUPPLIES.
to figure on your way. Good covered hack and good
EI Paso in a row boat, crossing the V,Te will be pleased
ams.
contracts.
Rio Grande on December 31, 1884. He
a3E
SANTA FE GARAGE
Palace Ave.
Tiling &caa t
is perhaps the first settler to apply
otngoi Ccxm.forta.tl.
for citizenship who used a boat to get

j

1',

Rugs

Carpets
HALF A CENTURY

THE

LEADING

DRY

GOODS

HOUSE

IN THE

CITY

e

It behooves a grateful body to
thuse o'er Santa Fe.

EVERY DAY

Duplex Scrim
Radium Cloth
Duplex Calais
English Taffeta
Denim
Curtains

Corona Cloth
Dimity Cloth

PHYSICAL VALUATION
OF THE RAILROADS.

d

CREAM PUFFS, BREAD, ETC

Vienna Silkoline
Dundee Burlap
Geneva Cloth

O. Box 219

Phone No. 36

--

Price $70.00 fob Madison, Wis.

can-take- n

F.

Ve-!n-

f

j

WHOLESALE

&

RETAIL

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

.

grain

r

"

LEO HERSCH

Three-year-ol-

d

high-clas-

TH0V1AS

OME TO US FOR THEIR TOOLS,
KEEP THE BEST.

Yourselves

WHOLESALE
AD RETAIL

45

Eugenio Romero
LU BER & COAL YARD

A
"SPRINKLING"
OF GARDEN
ARIETY OF SERVICEABLE, GOOD
ORKS TOOLS OF ALL KINDS FOR

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Santa

Por-veni- r,

45

WE DO NOT CARRY JUST
TOOLS, BUT A GREAT BIG V
QUALITY HOES, RAKES, F
THE GARDEN.
THE BEST CARPENTERS C
BECAUSE THEY KNOW WE

R DELGAD0, Mgr.

a

Screened

RATON
YANKEE?

CERRILLOS

Lump

Anthracite Coal al Sizes, Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

KEZTiivS?BUo?.
Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

JAIF
lUll JAIX

PHI?

'Provel

an(J unimproved

Orchards

City Property,

andRancl.es; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in the Espanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.
Modern Residences for Rent.

,

103

Julius Muralter F. M. JONES.

RIDE IN THE MOON

Palace Ave.

TAILOR.

LINE

VOOD'18

TO

30

r.a

3B7B-i-

Charles W. Dudrow FARE

MARCH

OOKS

Pharmacy

Phone 2 1 3

WINDS

-

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

CALL
UP

'Phone 9

CHA5. CLOSSON

flesh

feed

if

in tke UVE1Y

Afiyfttnr
LIKE.

Driters Tombbcd.

Bn 6aspar At.

355.00

CHAPS

Chapped, red, rough, cracked and inflamed skin is usuallythe result
Such unpleasant conditions may
of exposure to the March winds.
not be entirely preventable, but they can be made less annoying
HAZEL
Perhaps we can help you, we have ZOOK'S BENZOIN WITCH
and ALMOND CREAM for the use of all wintry skins, and to keep
your complexion pertect in all kinds ot weatner.

Zook's Pharmacy I
Phone 213
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ACT QUICKLY.
'Delay Has Been Dangerous in Santa
Fe.
Do the right th!i. at me rigHt time.
Act quickly In times of danger.
Bachache is kidney danger.
Doan's Kidney Pills act quickly.
y
Cure all distressing, dangerous
ills.
,
Plenty of evidence to prove this,
Santa
Locario Lopez, Agua Fria St.,
Fe, N. M.. says:
kld-ne-

JVbZ
VI

JlHiUC

i

no'n-U.v

a

UUUU1D

Kidney Pills several years ago. .ow
and then I have suffered from back
v,n
Doan's Kidnev'
cunt, times
v.
uui. of ouvu
Pills have given prompt and positive
relief. For a long time I was madej
miserable by attacks of kidney com- plaint and my back was often so lame
and painful that I could scarcely do
anything. I did cot sleep well and no
matter whether I were lying down or
standing up, the trouble was in evidence.
The kidney secretions annoyed me both day and night by their
irregularity in passage and there was
a heavy sediment in them. After several remedies had failed to help me, I
procured Doan's Kidney Pills and they
lived up to all the claims made for
them. I never hesitate to say a good
word for Doan's Kidney Pills when
opportunity occurs."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburBuffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United

POLITICS

HO POL ITIC

15

!

of the planting of last year
to $;
yielding a profit of irom
per acre. More than 2,00" acres were
,
amendment of planted last year, and it is believed
the crop this year will be nearly dou
(
proposed constitution, but no;
of last season. The staple
abide by the decision of the pec ble that
in the Pecos valley is said
produced
distasteful
however
Pie at the polls
fine quality. KI Paso
of
be
to
very
to their palates. Raton Range.
Times.
tan rou n.iamt .ncm,i
In the Procession.
Statehood seems to have gotten a
Gi;
blocks of city
In
Carlsbad,
number of the Republican newspa- streets have
just been graded, and
ners in New Mexico in fighting trim,
this will add very much to the apand they are calling each other all
and convenience of one of
sorts of bad and naughty names. This pearance
most attractive little ci'ies in the
doesn't help the case a bit. gentle- the
Carlsbad lias had some
territory.
men. Coifax County Stockman.
mmm
rough experiences in the past, and it
gratifying to note that rhe progres- Some Consolation.
sive citizens still have on their fightTerthe
in
The Republican papers
ing clothes and are determined to
ritory should not become so enraged maintain their reputation lor proover the loss of statehood many of
gress. Kl Paso Times.
the members of their party are holdmmm
to
would
go
that
ing down fat jobs
New Mexico's Granary.
of
govDemocrats under a state form
Farmers in the Mesilla Valley of
Bear that in mind, anil
ernment.
New Mexico are going back to the proRecord.
Roswell
Daily
keep happy.
duction of wheat this year, about.
2,oim acres have been planted within
Help! This is Awful!
a radius of five miles of I.as Cruces.
To
is
Mexico
sick.
New
wonder
No
The
yield per acres is about
have had J. D. Hand us such a lemon ?,() average and
the grain will be
bushels,
would Make-il- l anybody but a Jone-afor cutting about June 1.
The
and that breed can stomach anything ready
Cruces
ground 12,500
: mills at Las
a whale can. But, as we say in
of home grown
wheat last
It will be a long time already bushels
and the management is greatly
before the voters have Fergusson. year,
pleased with the present prospects.
Raton Range.
El Paso Times.

Republicans Are Sensible.
Arizona Republicans are overlook-

as a result

I
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i
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States.

Doan's and

J

1
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v .....
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Insane Peter
of Albuquerque, was ordered
committed to the territorial insane
asylum at Las Vegas, being adjudged
of unsound
mind. The complaint
Editors Who Are Aristocratic.
The Las Cruces Republican owns
aeainst Badaracco was filed by his
brother.
a new
power Regal automo-a
mile. We'll bet the Republican
year's subscription to the Appeal to
Reason that our Studebaker can beat
their Regal on a mile stretch, test-- j '
to be made in Artesia at any time
will name. Pecos
Republican
illev News.
o

Warmed into life by the sun shining on
Southern Cotton Fields, nurtured hv rain
and dew, the Cotton plant concentrates in
its seed the
and
is
basis of Cottolcm:
the
which
quality
From cotton field to kitchen, human hands
never touch the oil from which Cottolcm
is made.
It is a product of nature. Lard
comes from the fat of the hog
often
impure, most always indigestible.
Coltoem; on the contrary, is made
from vegetable oil, and jelly made from
the juice of choicest fruit is not more
pure or easily digested than this product of
the oil extracted from the kernel of the
Cotton seed.

I

Cher-man-

1

j

mm All!

s

For Best Laundry Wort

basket leaves Monday Tresday Not All
Are What They Seem.
Returns Thursday and Friday, PoliticsThinqs
should not be blamed with
AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop everything. Politics was given as the
reason that Judge Mann joined his
.
.
Mrs. U. UKUVvlN Agent
ability to Colfax county capitalists'

life-givi-

mmm

Killing Habit Too Prevalent.
I he attempt to assassinate hilward
Gardner, constable at Tainan, N. M.,
a window
hy shooting him through
while he was sitting near his little
daughter, a crime which happened at
S o'clock
last night according to a
special telegram to tne hvening lier- al(1 today, is but another demonstra- tion of the fact that the habit of kill- ing for trivial causes is becoming too
It is to
prevalent in N'ew Mexico.
be ho)ed that the officers will run
down this case and that the man
who fired the cowardly shot will meet
with due process of law. Albuquerque Herald
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f Best Pastry
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Peter Badaracco

C
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Remember the name
take no other.
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monev in the purchase of the late
and it now develops
that this is all a mistake. The lead- Should Have Statehood.
ing editorial of the Evening Herald
Open Day and Night
Vnur grocer is hereby authorized to
is
Statehood has another chance, acrecently is entitled "Caring for Baby."
reluml your nionvy in case you aie
La Salle Restaurant
Rio Grande Republican.
to
from
the
nut pleased, after having given CuUvltut a (air test.
Washingcording
reports
These chances have come often
ton.
CHAS. GANN, Prop.
Used to the Bumps.
but always there has been something
Cnltolme is packed in pails with an
top, to
An item is floating around to the ef- that came to the fore to interfere with
wo Uoors below F. Andrews Stor
keen it clean, fresh and wholesome, and nrevent it
fium Latching dust and absorbing disagreeable oJors, such as fish, oil, etc.
feet that "last Monday Delegate An-- the actual ealization of the hopes of
REGULAR MEALS 25c
derws introduced 25u bills." If each (he people of Arizona and New Mex- of those bills should meet the wings j(.0.
Made only by THL N. K. 1'AIKBANIv COMPANY
SHORT ORDERS AT ALL HOURS
and arrows of outraged fortune that
The citizens of the two territories
New Mexico's statehood bill is bump- - now have assurances from leading
BOAROBYTHE WEEK $5.00
ing against, there will be lots of trou- - members of the two Houses of Conble on the old man's mind Fort Sum- gress that they will get favorable act- ious objection there to the ratification
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
snould be pub- CASH GOES WITH
querque to make a search, which
ner Republican.
Neither of the constitution in its present form. ations, and that there
ion at the present session.
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"Yes, sir."
SCHOOLS.
was pried under the
12. A socialized school curriculum.
but due to Mrs. Prince, to ascribe to edge or sowedge,
"And the lower berths are higher?"
as to lift it. A number of
Kansas City like Santa Fe has medThirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
It's a splendid program and every her unselfish work the fact that the window
"Exactly."
no
well lighted and ventilated,
ical inspection of the public schools, newspaper and public spirited citizen
been
characters
have
uspicious
Daughters of the American Revolution ticed
"Well, I'll take a lower berth If
but as in Santa Fe, the idea is a new should make an effort to effect its
loitering about town and house
Rooms en suite with private bath an i phone.
are so great and creditable a factor
some care, as they're higher."
one and the practice is only on the
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.
in the social and historic work in this holders should exercise
"I'm sorry, but I have no lower
it is believed that several professionthreshold of its completer developcommonwealth.
RATES $2.50 TO
CHEERFUL DINING
left."
berths
THOS. DORAN
al crooks are in the city. The police
ment in the future. This leads the TOO MANY DEPUTY SKERiFS.
"Got an upper?"
ROOM. FINE CUISINE
$3.00 A DAY
ordershould
in
be
Kansas City Star to say:
Proprietor.
especially
alert,
Since New Year, nine killings in
"Yes."
In Washington they advocate giv- ing all suspicious characters to leave
"When a child begins going to New
Mexico, have been by otticers of
loux. lueae art? luwer;
school he is expected to begin bring
ing ten years in jail for the third case town.
the law. The impression is gaiiiins; of drunkenness on the
"Sure."
part of boozing home the common diseases of
sheriffs
of
that the deputizing
"Well, then, the higher the fewer."
ers. In
yesterday, they
childhood. That even the milder ones, ground
that very often a arrested Albuquerque
Yonkers Statesman.
is too
a man for the 23th time for TIMETABLE ALL
like measles and whooping cough, man promiscuous,
seeks a deputy sheriff's commisdrunk, and he got off with a
aren't so harmless as is generally sup
being
LOCAL
TRAINS
sion merely to be permitted to carry fine of
Poor Baby.
$10 after he had sobered up in
posed is shown by figures cited by a
weapon, and a man who carries a jail. In
"Nurse, has the baby had a pow
drunkenness is a disDr. F. C. Neff before the Jackson
reality,
are
The
time
tables
the
following
weapon anticipates usuig it. Too oft ease, a
der?"
UNE OF THE BEST S10RT ORDER RESTAURANTS IN THE CITY
pestilential disease, that jus- of the local railroads:
County Medical Society and printed
an officer of
"Yes, ma'am."
in the Star yesterday. The trouble is en, a weapon is used by
tifies the authorities placing every Leave
CUISINE AND TABLE SERVICE GOOD
This man who becomes intoxicated in a
"And those hpyophosphites?"
due chiefly to avoidable complications. the law, when it is unnecessary.
west3
No
LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
8.10
with
a.
m.
connect
For that
"Yes, ma'am."
cure until he has complete'ut the complications do follow in is a common experience.
No. 10 eastbound.
the
HOT AND COJ.D BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
bound,
were taken Keeley
"And
even
the
reason
class
magnesia?"
Thus many a man
very many instances.
ly recovered.
"Yes, ma'am."
Boom
RATES 60o t
Returning arrive U Santa Fe 12:10
from New York policemen. It
away
Every
G.
of
LUPE
usefula
life
for
saved
be
HERRERA,
limitProp.
might
Medical inspection, with the
a Good One.
$1,00 per da;
on his
"Did you put a poultice
P. m.
in one of. ness
that
is currently repo-teto
his
the
and
hi.iiself,
family
ed funds available in Kansas City,
4 p. op connect with No. 1, westback?"
co.mties of rho
.
can affect only the fringe of the prob- the most advance!
,
"Yes, ma'am."
bound.
f
of
the
saloonkeeplem. It can be of great service in territory,
"And cold compress on his chest?"
6:30
Santa
at
arrive
Fe,
ami
sherffs
are
ers
Returning
cany
deputy
,
discovering adenoids, enlarged
Soil analysis ca:i "03 made an iuv P. m.
"Yes, ma'am."
There io need for Icgisla-- ,
and the like. weapons.
deafness,
"And he's no better?"
7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
in portant aid in selecting crops for dif
reform
Telephone Red 35 and have
administrative
tive
and
But it ought, to be made more thor"No, ma'am."
of New Mexico.
The
sections
8 eastbound.
ferent
4
9
and
No.
and
westbound;
your orders delivered.
that
respect
grand juries m'ght
ough and be accompanied by a follow-u"How strange!
I think we had
to probe into Estancia Herald, for instance, says:
Returning arriv at Sanoi Fe 11:11 better send
system of nurses to see that child- make it their business
for the doctor."
"The editor of the Herald received p. m.
ren with infectious disease are prop- the actual causes of the many mur- a letter from his
ililher, who on
D. & R. G. Ry.
and
felonious
assaults
promisders,
Tie Mowing are suggested to tie thirsty as sometUiDg
acd tert&f
erly isolated at home. Until such a
home from a visit to' this part
6 HE'D MAK& HIM PROPOSE.
Leaves 10:15 a. in. for north.
system is devised and supported by cuous discharge of fire weapons. The of the
country, tooit with him a box
Arrive 8: 35 p. m. from north.
New Mexico!
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IXOS BREW
public sentiment, the schools will con- gun toter must go in
of soil from J. P. Porter's ranch. He
New Mexico Central Ry.
tinue to spread disease."
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA; ::
x :
had
soil
he
the
that
states
analyzed Leave 7:30 a. m., counectB with No.
"The leased wire is working!"
man of the east, 34 east and 33 outh and west
an
fruit
by
expert
Those
the
were
that
joyful tidings
ALTITUDE AND LONGEVITY.
Aztec
flashed into daily newspaper offices who says that the soil is the best he
Arrive 8 p. m.p with connections
The Colorado Springs physician
a
while
examined
for
for
the
has
BENRY KKKK,
long
this forenoon from El Paso, Texas,
AB drinks madefroa
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west
SANIA FE BOTTLINu WORKS
who announces that one of the benefito Cheyenne, Wyoming, and from Ros- production of apples, and will produce
-- r
water
filtered
Proprietor.
?
cent effects of altitude upon consump- well to
one of the longest the best colored apples and also gooi
The New Mexican Fnmimg cwut
tives is that it increases the marrow and mostAmarillo,
novel leased wire circuits for peaches."
pan? has prepared civil and criminal
in the bones, is not the first to prove
in
for the wire Will at the
the
world,
dockets especially for the use of Justhat altitude has the direct effect of in- same time
cany telephone and teleThe National Guard Magazine for Uces of the peace. They are especial
creasing the white corpuscies of the graph messages for others than the
May, as its leading article has an arti- ly ruled, with printed headings, in
blood, the corpusc's that fight dis- newspapers,
to a marvel of cle on the National Guard and its Arm- either Spanish or English, made of
owing
ease. It was some years ago, that the
modern invention that permits a doz ories of New Mexico, written by H. good record paper, strongly and durexperiments at the Hadley Climatolog-ica- l en messages to be sent over one wire B.
'Hening, secretary of the New Mex- ably bound, with leather back and
laboratory at Albuquerque dem- simultaneously.
Corner Water & Galisteo Sts.
To the dozen or so!
hall lull
arti- covers And canvas sides,
onstrated the same effect, and since evening newspapers strung out along ico Bureau of Immigration. The half index In front and the fees of justices
:- -:
is
cle
with
illustrated
strikingly
Phone Black 109.
then, at Paris, France, balloon ascen- that wire, it means, beginning with tone cuts of the six armories
of the peace and constables printed
recently
sions to an altitude ot 7,500 feet alti
the complete Associated built at Santa Fe, Las Cruces, Las In full on the flrst page. The pages
Monday,
for Press
tude have been recommended
inches. These books are
report, as complete as it is fur- Vegas, Albuquerque, Roswell and (Sil are 10
with
tuberculosis.
afflicted
those
It nished during the same hours to the ver
City, at a total cost of almost made up in civi) and criminal dockets,
Binks Is It hard to propose to
13 certain, that the healthseeker comDenver Times or the New York Her- $150,000. The article is a splendid ad- separate of 3''. pages each, or with
girl?
one
ing to Santa Fe, with 'ts altitude of ald. That is going some for New vertisement for the
in
bound
criminal
Territory and a both civil and
Blinks Depends on the girl.
receives
benefits
from Mexico evening dailies but the west6,991 feet,
testimonial to its patriotism which book, 80 pasea civil and 320 page8
Binks How so? '
to
in
addition
from
those
the .altitude
ern newspaper has a habit of going must have a good effect wherever the criminal. To introduce them they are
Blinks If she has been out several
the equitable, sunshiny, dry. Invigor- the limit whenever it comes to servat
the
offered
following
prices
magazine is read.
seasons it Is bard not to."
2.7
Alti- ing the public and giving full measating, climate and pure air.
Civil or Criminal
a
of
4.00
as
..
instead
Criirin.il
and
Civil
being
tude,
detriment,
Combined
ure in return for advertising and
The Woman's Way.
1 he New Mexican is In receipt from
some people have been led to believe,
For 45 cents additional for a single
TO
of
Service
Bureau
"Many a married man who might
the
Weather
the
is a benefit. It is a fact, often noted,
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
is
a
fortune
be
make
handicapped
for
the Rio Grande combination docket, they will be sent
, that, people in high altitudes are much
Eighteen beet sugar factories are to climatic summary
too much of
longer-livethan those at sea level, be built in the west by the Oxnard and valley for January. The bureau should by mall or prepaid express. Cash In cause his wife demands
attention."
his
off
4,
until
have
it
State
sending
order.
put
July
must
New
full
of
accompany
and the highlands
Mexico independent sugar interests. Santa
and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
"That's right. Just as soon as
have more centenarians in propor- Fe should rustle to secure one of when reading of zero temperatures plainly whether English or Spanish
wife
his
him
to
flirt
with
begins
Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
or will have its compensations.
tion to population than have the low those factories for the Espanola
printed heading is wanted.
gets Jealous." Catholic Standard and
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
The
even the Santa Fe valley.
lands of the coast.
Back to Work.
chief condition, it seems, is a pledge
The Democratic legislature of Col- One Conductor Helped
Mr. Wilford Adams is his name,
Socialist Victor Berger followed up that so many thousand acres will be orado not to be outdone by ita IlliAn Insinuation.
Paycble
U.
Canada, Mexico
his petition for the abolition of the devotee! to sugar beet growing for a nois Democratic brethren is Investi- he writes. "I ..was confined to my bed
Scribbles I say, old man, the first
Throughout
used
federal army with a bill to abolish the certain number of years. Given that gating charges of bribery. A Demo- with chronic rheumatism and
is
exhausted.
book
of
edition
my
Dribbles Well, I trust your friends
United States Senate, to deprive the pledge, the sugar millionaires will see cratic legislature without attempts at two bottles of Fole's Kidney RemeJ
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
bottle
The
third
effect.
with
good
condition
dy
to
that
is
a
the rest. It is
President of the veto power and to
appreciate your generosity.
is a tame affair.
bribery
resumed
I
and
nut
me
on
feet
my
take the right of reviewing legislation easy to meet If there is
J.
work as conductor on the Lexington,
from the courts. That is covering among communities, farmerit and land
A Mala Who Detent
Artesia has voluntarily Imposed Ky., Street Railway. It will do all
considerable ground in one step and owners, but impossible of accomplishD.
little Elsie What la the dead tettm
tax levy of 25 mills for you claim in cases of rheumatism." It
Uncle, Sam might as well adopt the ment in sections where every.one pulls upon itself a
mamma?
j
office,
acid.
of
For
blood
uric
kind
the
is
the
schools.
That
clears
unIts
is
public
Bushmen's or Moro form of govern- for himself and
Mother Your f aUter1!
sale by all druggists.
of a community that Is worth while.
known.
ment with one fell swoop.
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the danger from savage Indians.
It was not, however, until the year
lSJi, that the Santa Fe Trail was regularly established. It started at.
Missouri and ended at
Santa Fe. It was nearly I.oihi miles
long, and over this then almost barren region, passed
the
alow caravan formed of
wagons
drawn by mules or teams of oxen,
which conveyed the mail and carried
cargoes valued at as much as
as well as the lumbering
stage
which brought passengers,
coach;
merchants and soldiers of fortune to
the Ancient'City of the Holy Faith.
The traversing of this road or trail
was one of the most remarkable and
important achievements of modern
limes, for by this means was established a highway across the vast
plains to the shores of the blue Pacific.
With the presentation to Continental Memorial hail of this picture of a
Trail Marker placed on a lonely spot
on that historic highway,
with the
coyotes prowling at its base,
the
youngest daughter in the national
galaxy of states and stars, presents
its last report as a Territory.
This was received with much attention and given generous applause.

1.. O. Moore,

chief

of field division

of the land office passed through here
last night on his wav to Mcintosh.
Estancia Daily Herald. He has
to Santa Fe.
W. D. Shea, freight and passenger
'agent for the Denver and Rio Grande
railway with headquarters in Santa
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LADIES
SPECIAL ATTENTION

Summer Dresses

Remarkably low figures given on
Willow fancy feathers, and a line
of flowers of high grade for 10
days. Call and be convinced.

FOR

j,

House and Street

Fe, is in Albuquerque on a short busi
A.
ness trip. Albuquerque Herald. Mr.
Shea returned thi.; noon.
Assistant Territorial Traveling AuNew Line
ditor Rankin left this morning for
Bernalillo on official business.
Mr.
sharp turns on the serpentine road
ACORN
BRAND
Rankin has been in Albuquerque for
through the canyons and towering,
some time auditing accounts. Albucliffs with the greatest ease and
Linen Crash Suits
&
its heavy load up the many steep
querque Herald.
Munsons
Sun
and
Tubproof
grades without an apparent effort.
County Commissioner I. Sparks teleThe air brak?, a special feature on
phoned this morning, that, he and
Gingham Dresses
the truck, had an opportunity to demTerritorial Engineer Charles D. MilHouse
Dresses
onstrate its efficiency both as speed
ler and Land Commissioner R. P.
coolretarder, gasoline saver, engine
had reached Raton on their good
Dressing Sacques
75c
er, and preventer of tire sliding. The
roads trip without a single mishap.
Short
k'imonas
Silk
route was via Roosevelt
dam and
Marcos Gonzales, clerk of
the
through the Fish Creek canyon, fast
school directors at Kennedy, southern
Long Silk Kinionas
becoming famous for its magnificent
Santa Fe county, is in Santa Fe on
Long Crepe Kinionas
$1.65
scenery.
business with County School SuperThe party rests in Phoenix for a
Kaki Walking Skirts
intendent John V. Conway. Mr. Goncouple of days ar.d will proceed to
zales reports (hat the last, term of
Tan Linen Walking Skirts
Raco
Angeles via the Phoenix
school at Kennedy was a most sucRoute, crossing the Colorado river by
White Rep Skirts
REACH RATON IN SAFETY.
cessful one.
feiry into California at Khrcnburp,
R. T. Hynd manager of the Mathen across the desert past the north
(Continued From Page One.)
drid Supply Company store at Madrid,
end of the Saltnn sea. 200 feet below
Santa
Fo county, was in
Southern
sen
Santa Fe yesterday on business with Vegas road should he completed with into level, and across Beaumont pass
the orange country at San BerCounty School Superintendent John rapidity as much of the more diff- nardino and
Riverside, whence a magof.' the work has been
icult
part
V. Conway and
of
Superintendent
nificent oiled boulevard will carry
Good
Territorial
Roads
Public Instruction J. E. Clark, Mr.
J. D. Merriwether today them to Los Angeles, where they will
Hynd being the clerk of the Madrid Engineer
took
again
charge of the work, having arrive about .May (ith.
school board.
Mr. Westgard today had a confer- from Silver City, where he
'
Former Governor' M. A. Otero has returned
had been engaged in similar work. ence with Governor Sloan and Terrireceived cards announcing the enHe will remain until the road is torial Engineer Girand, and received
PACE
gagement of his niece, .Miss Aileen
the assurance of their appreciation of
completed,
O'Bryan to Alfred Baehrens, both res- practically
the importance of improving the transTo Widen Highway.
idents of Paris, France. Miss O'BryMiller's visit may result continental highway through Arizona,
"Engineer
an is the daughter of Mr. Otero s sis- in the
of the scenic highway and also of the pioneer work done by
ter Mrs. O'Bryan, who has many in the widening
Gallinas canyon. A number him.
friends in Santa Fe, where she for- of Las
Vegas residents, who use the
The places on the route where immerly lived.
highway frequently with autos and provement was most needed were
Mr. and Mrs. John V. Conway, ac- other
vehicles, are anxious that addi-- j marked on mans and steps token to
companied by Mrs. D. D. Stewart of tional work be done so that the road secure
estimates of cost looking
Atkansas City, will visit the "Tano" will be wide enough for vehicles to
better
conditions at once.
Indian Ruins on the ranch of Hon. B. pass at every point. Governor Mills
It may with justice be said, howF. Pankey, 25 miles south of Santa lis said to be in favor of such action.
ever, that Arizona has already
so
Fe.
They will go overland in a few
On their way to Las Vegas the many stretches of excellent road
that
and
remain long enough to ex- party examined closely the work that the miles scheduled
flays
for improvement'
plore the beautiful "Picture Rocks," is being done on the improvement of are
relatively few.
and old Indian ruins.
the road between Santa Fe and this
Colonel W. S. Hopewell,
city. Grading will he done in places
'
A
FOOD
of the New Mexico Central and where such work is- necessary and a
a party of capitalists from the east are jfew new bridges will he put in. This
& PURITY" J
now in the Hagan coal fields looking will make the overland trip to Santa ; "QUALITY
A Crisp Wholesome Food
over the situation. We have been un- Fe a much more pleasant journey and
i
able to ascertain the names of the will prove of great value to the auto-- j
READYTOEAT
parties or what interests they repre- ists and farmers.
l
Kookt-OtChaves County Census,
is a crisp, flaky food to lie poured out of the box into the
sent, but it is to be hoped that it
The population of Chaves county by
dish and eaten for breakfast without cooking, but is much
means an early consummation of the
better
than other flaked foods could possibly be.
for sale of this property (precincts, according to the 1910
Kookt-Otas it would mean much to the developis as follows:
is far more nourishing and wholesome, the flavor is more
ment of this valley if some of the
Chaves county, lt;,S30.
delightful.
All of us know that oats is the world's
trunk lines would take hold of this
Roswell city, 0,172.
standard for real nourishmentand Kookt-OtRoswell precincts N'os. 1 and 2,
property and utilize the great natural
represents the best form of oats that has ever
been produced.
resources which lay along Its right of 7,783.
way and land grant. Willard Record.
Ward 1, 1,33!).
Try a Package
.Jlon.
editor of La
Ward 2, 1,104.
Bandera Americana, former speaker
Ward 3, 1,417.
of the legislative house and member
Ward 4, 1,086.
of the constitutional convention was
Ward 5, 1,220.
a business visitor from Albuquerque
No. 1, Roswell, 3,7G3.
today. He is much gratified over the
No. 2, South Roswell, 4,020.
building of El Camino del Real from
No. 3, South Springs, 49S.
Albuquerque north, the completion of
No. 4, Dexter, 1,068.
the sewer system in the Duke City,
Dexter Town, 242.
the contemplated paving of the city
i
No. 5, Hagerman, 1,057.
streets and other improvements which
Hagerman Town, 449.
mean so much for the growth of a
No. 6, Lake Arthur, 1,042.
4
city, and at the same time cannot
Lake Arthur Town, 344.
hide his disgust at the antics of one
4
No. 7, Lower Penasco, 530.
THE THINGS THAT WILL BE MOST WORN THIS YEAR
of Albuquerque's citizens at WashingNo. 8, Plains',' 2,329. .
ton in opposition to the constitution.
No. 9, Cedar Canyon, 2C2.
Judge Ira A. Abbott of the second
No. 10, El Yeso, 638.
t
CO. :
AND
judicial district Is in the city. He is
No. 11, Kenna, 1.2S7.
on his way to Taos to hold court there
No. 12, Elkins, 356.
DRUGGISTS
Monday.
In Pongees we have the Silk, Cotton and Mercerized.
Former Governor Otero has reAlso for yom
Phone Red 161 :: West Side Plaza
ceived. a letter from Carl Lotave the FIVE TON TRUCK
Waists and Gowns, we have
Swedish artist who is doing special
REACHES PHOENIX.
4
LINENS, MADRAS, LAWNS, BATISTE, REPS, SILKS &
The five ton truck, covering the
work in the Paris art galleries and
EVERYTHING
who is expected back in this country "Trail to Sunset," the southern transat the end of the year. Mr. Lotave is continental highway, surveyed last
You Could Possible Desire. See Our Stock.
in good health, i3 working hard and is fall by A. L. Westgard, has arrived in
Phoenix, after a record breaking run
doing splendidly.
from Globe, of 112 miles in one day. CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
Mr. Westgard, who represents the
D. A. R. IN NEW MEXICO.
U. S. office of public roads, the Touring Club of America and the AutomoContinued from Page One.
bile Blue Book, and who has traveled
First Class Work Guaranteed
dition, but settled at the end of the in an automobile probable more extensively than any other man in the
trail, in Santa Fe..
In 1805, James Pursley a carpenter country, reports that the roads and
PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
by trade, who was born it Bardstown, scenery between these two Arizona
'ij. Come down and look at him in our window. He is known and sold the
309 San Francisco
Ky. and who, by the way, was a Rev- cities equal any that can be found in
'J
the
A new line medium. price
:
most
famous
world over for $2.50.
centers
of
touring
reStreet
olutionary soldier, entered that
Ik
Europe.
i
rover
r.i
r:'T
A
nnri
ice
gion. To him should be given the
I
HUV.IV
V
V.IVIOIAL
The car negotiated the thousands of
credit' of the' discovery of the first
Champagne, Wine & Water Glasses Water Pitchers etc
k
gold in that section of the country,
in
rehe
Colorado, but
presumably
h BMiiMo
sao rrancisco
ir !
fused to give this information to the
Spaniards; saying that the United
State& ought to own all that ter'
ritory, and therefore, that the United
Albuquerque, N. M.
'if.
States alone should have the benefit
J
of his knowledge. When he reached
Santa Fe he made a home there for
til
Six Weeks, June 5th to July 14th.
t
himself and was so charmed with
Genersubjects
offered:
Principal
its beautiful location, its historic asWE ARE NOW READY TO
al History, English Literature, Physociations, its clear skies and wondersics, Chemistry, Zoology, Classics,
ful sunsets that he never left that
Modern Languages.
place; but with unfailing loyalty to
Special Courses for High School Inhis native, land he died with his secret
structors.
untold, and his remains now repose in
PRICES-AS- K
FOR THEM
INTRODUCTORY
Vocal and Instrumental Music.
the beautiful Military cemetery in
THE
FOR
COURSE:
Five
FEE
that
city, under the shadow
CARDS AND NOVELTIES
Dollars. - (Exclusive of Laboratory
of the magnificent Sangre dex Christo
Fees.)
range of mountains over which he
Circular of Information on applicapassed in the early days of our Retion to the Registrar of the
ft
public, not heeding the vast herds of
buffaloes, the dismal howling of tho
wolves, and other wild animals,
or
n
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home is not completely furnished unless the hall has an
inviting appearance. Make your husband give you a hail
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H. S.

LESS:

& CO.

!

If

you have property for sale

LIST WITH US

BUTT

We can secure a purchaser
Santa Fe Abstract, Realty
Room No. 8,
Phone Black No. 52,

&

Insurance Agency.

BROS.

PONGEES

FOULARDS

ssxxsxssxsxx

Capital City Bank Building
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Adolph Seligman Dry Goods Co.
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Have You Seen BIG BEN?
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WITH THE ARRIVAL OF SPRING ZEPHYRS,
rDC at nruiun
idc

ii

It has been said
plished

that "it

at our store.

is

Call

LOW CUT SHOES

a fit feat to fit feet" but this feat is
and see the spring stock

sLh

accom-- I

I

i
i
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CORRICK'S

HACK

.Snrlrlle Hnrcec

THEODORE CORRICK,

Summer School, 1911.

t

JIZ.L.j

Frame Your Pictures

far-awa- y

Buggies and

LINE

i

.

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
For Hire at
Popular Prirpo

University of New Mexico.

,

JOHN PFLUEGER.

;

ip

Prop.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company

CONTINUOUS
.......

SERVICE

DAY

AND

SOLE AGENTS
.

FOR

WIRE

UP

THOSE

DARK

SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

FOR

Electric Stoves
Electric Curling Irons
Electric Chafing Dishes
Tea Pots
Electric

Electric Irons That Stay Hot
Electric Toasters

Water Heaters and Percoiaters

I

Santa Fe Water! and Light Company!
HHlr"
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PAGE SIX

THE SANYa FE NiiW

I.

St. Louis Rocky

Pacific

G

&

SANTA FE, N. M.

THE BEST

cent, the Government runs in 2,000
feet and more at a 12 per cent dip,
and the Bernal has two slopes, one of
1,1 CO and the new one of over 1,280.
The dip of the Bernal is also 12" per
cent.
"Cross entries from the main slopes
at intervals of 60 feet are all from
eight to ten feet wide, these pillars
are again cross cut by rooms or cross
entries 60 feet apart, and parallel to
the main cross entries, thus blocking
the coal out in pillars approximately
t'iO
feet square."
W. L. Weber is superintendent of
the company, and B. H. Kinney is as-

SPRING TONIC

Company.

Railway

FRIDAY, APRIL 28, 1911.

Spring is the season when the blond is weakest, and our systems least
responsive to the demands of nature. It is the time of fickle appetites, poor
digestion, lack of energy, bodily fatigue, and many other systemic disturbGENERAL OFFICES RATON NEW MEXICO.
ances which warn u.- that we need a tonic. A great man' so called tonics
are mere nerve :iimulanU, often producing exhilarating effects, but acting
(Head Down)
In effect Sept. 1st 1910
(Head Up)
with decided injury on the system later. If your system is weak and deSTATION'S
1.
Miles
pleted you can only .'ine it up by supplying an increased amount of noura iu
ishment, and liis can ronie only through pure, rich blood. S. S. S. i: the
4 00
0
7 30
:lv. lies Moines, N. M.. .Ar
greatest of all Ho, id pari tiers ; and it is the one medicine you can rely upon
7 0
50
3
4
Runmldo...
05
3 30
11
lo supply the .system with the best tonic effects and at the same time thorDcdiuau
16
3 15 I:::::::
a 20
('apuliu
35
3 05
20
oughly purify the blood. Many people have put oil using a tonic until the sistant superintendent.
Vigil
s 50
..
I 45
lb
Thompson
pysteni became so weakened it could not resist disease, and have paid for the
9 10
"I am no relation to the
2 25
31
Cunningham
0 35
neglect with a spell of debilitating sickness. S. S. S. is nature's ideal tonic;
42
155
House S.M
Ollfton
10 oo
4
130
I.v
made entirely of healthful roots, hems and barks. It tones up the stomach sisted. of Utica,"a Mr. Stackhouse inRaton. N. M
"He is knocker of Xew Mexa 30
0
.Lv
KlUon, N.M.....Ar. io 15
and digestion, aids and impro- es the appetite, and in every way contributes
2 47
ico, and my attitude is quite the. oiv
.Clifton HouseN'M.j
is
S.
S.
to
S.
for
at
sale
robust
health.
stores.
strong,
drug
3 07
4S
9 32
SFreston
posite. With the coming of statehood
55
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.
8 55
Koehler Junction
I foresee
J 45
a development of the natu2
9
05
Koehler.
ral
resources of this territory that
m
15
8
20
aOolfax
7
4 43
will make the old heads and the sore
8 02
Oerrososo
5 (10
82
7 45
Lordsburg will confer with Mana-- i beads sit
l.v
Ar
Cimarron
up and take all sorts of no5 10
Lv
6 35
Ar: a m
Cimarron
formu-will
i
when
be
Wells,
plans
ger
5 18
6 27
Nash
tice. If any of them wants to be
luted
the
for
5
I
6 17
Marian
inauguration of work, convinced
5 45
94
just what can be done here
6 00
Ar
Ute Park, .V. M.. Lv,
Mr. Wells is known as a mining man
let him come down to Carthage and
p m
p in
of technical and practical ability and
sec us taking out over 10.000 tons of
Grant County.
under his supervision the Viola will
i Colfax with K. P. fc S. W. Ry. train both Northand'Soutb.3
'Connects
tf'e best coal every month."
Van
(Silver
Houton N, M. meets trains at Proston N.I M,"
City Independent.)
SStogo (or
j resume its place on the active list of
LTte
Parte.
M.
N,
M
M.,
leaves
for Kllaalieshtowii,
Stage
at 9:00 .1. m, daily except
dividend
The mining districts of Virginia, Grant
County's
paying
FISH, DEER, BEARS
iindsys, Fare Hi uu one way $3.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried
Pyramid and Leitendorf, situated in mines.
. for the south at 11:11
C. A S. train leaves lies Moines, N,
ANYTHING YOU WANT.
p. in. arrives from the
counthe southwestern part of Grant
Marsallis and Frye arc taking out
th at 4:38 a. in.
ty, of which Lordsburg is the sup- ore from the Ninety-Ninone of the
H. G. Vaughn Says Active
PreparaC. G. DEDMAN,
ply point and base of operations, are claims of the Eighty-Five- .
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAM,
They averAre Being Made to Entertions
much
those
from
attention
receiving
Alfred Paul,
V. P. & G. M..
age two cars a week.
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent.
tain Visitors to Upper Pecos.
interested in mining investments at a practical mining man of recognized
the present time. The renewed interest ability and until recently superintendof KenH. G. Vaughn, formerly
shown in this section of Grant coun- ent of the Superior, resigned his poand now of the Pecos was in
tucky
to
mineral
fields
due
is
ty's
largely
sition April 1st.
Mr. Paul's home
the city yesterday and says that there
the splendid record being
made by is in Douglas, Arizona.
Several imASK FOR
the Eighty-fivmine and the increas- portant mining deals are pending on will be all the fish one can catch in
Mr.
ed demand for silicious ores by the proerties adjacent to Lordsburg and the Upper Pecos this season.
hook
an
the
with
is
YOUR FREIGHT
expert
Vaughn
of
The
the
smelters.
a period of activity is looked for
early history
line and he is also a good hunter
Lordsburg mining district was similar in the Virginia, Pyramid and Leiten- and
To ei Paso Bisbee, Bougrlas
to other camps of the Southwest, in- dorf districts, and that too in the very and host. He and Mrs. Vaughn will
and all points in New MexOld Sparks ranch this
asmuch as gold and silver were the near future.
One of the finest cab- manage the
be able to take care
ico, Arizona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
season
will
and
for
only minerals sought
by the pros- inet collections of copper ores to be
of nine or ten guests who wish to
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theoco
pectors. The same vein system shows seen in southern Xew Mexico is ownhave a delightful summer.
on the Atwood as on the adjacent pro- ed by Judge M. W. McGralh of LordsOf the fish that can be caught there
The
silicious
charactperties.
highly
burg.
Unique forms of native copbrook and rainbow
er of the ores is also maintained.
per, as well as the oeautiful crystals are mountain,
THE
rout and these will furnish enough
Thomas A. Lister of the C. O. D. of chalcopyrite and bonite, with azur-itEAST
and malachite are among the var- fascination and delight to the averLeasing company has obtained a bond
and lease on the Alwood and is now ied specimens to be seen.
It. is the age man or woman taking a vacation.
in New York conferring with the di- result
of twenty-fivof dis- But for more daring there are bears,
years
BEST
OR
which may be called at any season
rectors of his company concerning criminating collection, and Judge
and lots of deer which you may look
is naturally proud of it.
The
operations in this district.
of the property
and the
The Superior The four claims con- at;" sort of take a bird's eye view
creatures.
for they are fleeting
of mining
commencement
work
is
ROUTE
stituting the Superior, abut on the ot,
WEST
Yet many say the deer are quite tame
confidently looked tor at an early southwest lines of the Bighty-Five- .
date.
The strike of the vein is northeast in the Upper Pecos region and that
The Aberdeen The Aberdeen em- with a dip to the southeast.
The as soon as Kodak fiends find this 0111
braces 211 claims lying in two com- character of the ores is similar to the deer will have their pictures in
In the the magazines like those of other
It those of the Eighty-Five- .
pact groups, near Pyramid Peak.
For rates and full information address
i;; distant five miles from Lordsburg
early exploration of the mine, the "dears."
Mr. Vaughn said the people of the
in a southwestern
direction, in the ores rich in gold and silver were sortEUGENE FOX, Q- - f. & v. Agent.
southern part of the Virginia Mining ed for shipment and reduction. Ship- Upper Pecos are very anxious to see
El Paso Texas.
District.
Several strong veins out- ments of copper ore were made from the Scenic Highway completed, for
crop on the different claims, chalcopy-ritthe dump in 1903. The C. &. A. Com- i' will mean the development of a
vast amount of country.
the
of
being
pany, whose extensive holdings in Aripredominating form
At present, to go to the Upper Pecos
ore. The Penii Mining Company was zona place it among the high produone travels to Glorieta and thence our
oiganized three years ago to develop cers of the red metal in the Southwest
to
.
river via Valley Ranch unless
this property.
It is a New Mexico
operating the Superior, having tak- onethe
rides all the way over land ou
in
dollar cap- en over the mine
corporation with
October, 1910.
italization.
The officers are M. F. From ."ill lo
men are worked on the horseback over the Forest Reserve
in good condition.
Xagio, president; E. M. leader, treas- property, with an average daily out- trails, which are
D.
P.
7"
of
ore
tons.
The
of
all
urer;
Faust, secretary,
being shipput
Shamokin, Pennsylvania, and W. A. ped comes from between the second WHO GETS HIGH
LIVING COST PROFITS?
Morningstar of Lordsburg, vice pres- and third levels and is hoisted from a
-

A Drop of Blood
Or little water from the human system
a

when

thoroughly tested by the chief chemibt et Dr.
Pierce's Invalids' Hotel, Buffjlo, N. Y., tills the
story of impoverished fccod nervous exhaustion
or some kidney srcuMc. Such examination's mo
made without tu:t :.i a n or.'.y n amz'.l part of the
end surgeons under
work of the ,ta:f i
the direction 01 lir. H. V. Pierce giving the best
medical advice possible wiiout cost to those
who wish to writs and makz a full statement of
symptoms. An imitation cf natures method of
restoring waste of tissue and impoverishment of
the blood and nervous force is used when you
take an alterative and glyceric extract of roots,
without the use of alcohol, such as

Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery

Stack-hous-

Which makes the stomach strong, promotes the flow of digestive juices, restores the lost appetite, makes assimilation perfect, invigorates the liver and
It is the great
purifies and enriches the blood.
and restorative nerve tonic. It makes men strong in body, active in mind
and cool in judgment. Get what you ask fort

i

-

blood-make-

'

J

r,

flesh-build-

'
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"KATY" RAILROAD ISSUES

Hotel Arrivals.

--

To Be Double Tracked Throughout
Oklahoma and to Improve Terminal Facilities.

Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. Elias Clark, Alcalde.
MiS3 True Pajarito Ranch; A. Lilly,
Jr., Baltimore; J. L. Coppedge, Denver; Nestor Montoya, Albuquerque.
Montezuma.
Willie M. Hutchins, Chicago:
Mr.
and Mrs. Evans, Espanola; A. J.
city; S. C. Hall, Trinidad; J. E.
Hannum,
C.
V.
Le
Albuquerque;
Clare, Domingo, Wyo.; R. H. Love,
Denver: S. M. Brosius
Washington,
D. C John W. Roach, Dallas, Texas;
J Borradaile, Albuquerque; C.
Denver; E. G. Mustain, El
Paso; J. L. Wilson, Denver; Mr. and
Mrs. D. O. Thyng, Memphis:
A. O.
Jones, St. Louis: W. G. Hutchins, Chicago: M. A. Ross, Albuquerque; F. It.
E. Wynott,
Wilse, Xew York city;
Salt Lake City; P. H. Kunstan Denver; D. S. Chessher, Austin, Texas;
G. A. Gutcher, Denver.
Coronado.
Edward Kooken, E. E. Fell, City;
E. O. Kelly, Pueblo; W. V. Walls,
Mountainair.

Parsons,

-

EAST

WEST

USE THE

ident, and general manager.

Although
ore shipments have been made from
the Aberdeen during the past three
years, it is yel in the development
To open the veins at depth a
stage.
shaft was sunk. It is a double
compartment with a DO horse power
steam hoist. The "Malachite," as it
is known, is one of the finest shafts
in point of mining construction in
the district. At this point two shafts
are being worked
to the
vein. Manager Morningstar is very
conservative as to present conditions,
stating that until the work of
is completed
absonothing
lutely definite can be announced.
From surface
however,
showings,
where the
of
the ledge is
strong, good values are looked for
when the vein is reached at the 500
A carload shipment, of
foot level.
selected ore from the Malachite at a
dept of IS5 feet, gave returns of ?fil
lo the ton. copper, gold and silver
At the present rate of provalues.
gress :t is expected that the ore vein
will be cut within the next (ill days.
The Viola In the Leitendorf Milling District, eight miles to the southwest of Lordsburg. the Viola mine,
owned by the Duffy and liuell estates
o'' Rochester, Xew York, is again to
be the active center of mining oierat-ionin that district.
The Viola,
more generally known as the Leitendorf mine in former years, was the
largest silver producer in the three
districts prior to IN!):!.
A twenty-stammill, with pan amalgamation
was oiierated on the property for a
Six or seveu
period of ten years.
claims, showing several parallel veins
constitute the property.
The Lordsburg .Mining and Reduction Company,
with a capital stock of $fit)n,00o has
been formed to operate this property.
Its officers are .1. L. Wells of Lords-- '
burg, president and manager; James
P B. Duffy, treasurer and John T.
McCage, secretary. At present no detailed statement as to operations of
the company can be made.
It is
learned,
however, that Mr. Duffy,
treasurer of the company will leave
Rochester, x. Y., some time during the
present month, and upon his arrival
500-fo-

DIOfRANDB

cross-cuttin-

SHORTEST LINE TO

Colorado

Denver,

g

cross-cuttin-

Springs and Pueblo

out-cro-

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT

NEW

MEXICAN

BUILDING

'

,

Attorney-at-La-

-

-

New Mexic

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land

Law.
New Mexico.

0EPOT

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

Santa Fe,

UNION

before the Territorial Supreme Court
OfPce: Laughlin Elk, Santa Fe, N. M

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

PAUL A. F. WALTER

OR

Attorneysat-La-

Practice in tae Distri t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
lhe ttory.
Cruces,

New Mexico.

PROBERT & COMPANY

Investments

Lai ds, Mines, Bonds & Stocks.
Taos,
Money Loaned for Investors
We have for sale general stocks of
C. W. G. WARD
Retail Lumber Yard
Merchandise,
Territorial District Attorn y
and
other
Business
Opportunities
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Taos county.
New Mexico. throughout
Las Vegas,
Bank References Furnished
Taos,
New Mexico.
R.
Chas.
Chas. F. Easley.
Easley.
EASLEY & EASLEY.
DR. C. M. RILEY,
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before Veterinary Physician and Surgeon.
Graduate of McKillep's
Land Department.
Veterinary
College of Chicago.
Land grants and titles examined.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Santa Fe, X. M., branch Office EstanDentistry a Specialty
ia, N. M.
Office: Chas. Closson's Barn.
Day Phone Blaek 9.
E. C. ABBOTT
Mfht Phone, Main 134.
Attorney-at-LaPractice in the District and SuHerewith are some bargains offered
Prompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention given to all business.
by the New Mexlean Printing comNew Mexico pany: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Santa Fe,
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
HARRY D. MOULTON
bound, $1; paper bound. 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, $5;' Missouri Code
Pleadings.
$6; the two for $10.
Attorney-at-LaAdapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
of New Mexico, 1889, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets, $2.25;
full leather $3.
Sheriff's
Flexible
Santa Fe, N. M.
Cover Pockt Dockets, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each.
New
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
Supreme Court Reports, ,Nos.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
3 and 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each.
Compilation Corporation La,vs, 75 c. ComG. W. PRICHARD
pilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In all the District Court Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
and gives special attention to cases sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.

s

p

incline sahft. The cost' of
producing this ore (mining charge) is
$1 ;
given as $2 per ton, hauling,
freight, $1; total cost f. o. b. at Douglas smelter, $4 per ton.
The ore
used largely for converter linings
by the smelter's, its richness in silica
making it desirable for this purpose.
Though a
proposition the
extensive bodies of the Superior with
minimized cost of production make
it a paying and profitable property.
.The Dundee The Dundee patented
mine is the property of the Orion
Mining Company, with headquarters
at. El Paso, Texas, and in which El
Paso capital is largely interested. The
property adjoins the grounds of the
Eighty-FivMining company on the
northeast. The Dundee at present is
being operated under lease by Writer
and Kennedy cf Lordsburg.
They
are taking out about eighteen cars
oi ore per month and the smelter returns give satisfactory ore value on
Twenty miners are emshipments.
ployed on the lease, under the direction of J. W. Writer.
It is understood that a
of the
Orion Mining Company is under way
with the idea of prosecuting extensive work.
The Atwood This property adjoins the Dundee, lying to the northeast of the Eighty-Five- .
Three of
the five claims of the group are patented ground. During the early years
of the exploitation of the mine a
consideraule production of gold, silver and copper were obtained by coniTjil-fo-

low-grad- e

.

e

centration.
Carthage

'

Coal Mines Powell Stack-houswho was in Albuquerque
yeson business in connection with

Certainly Not the Cattleman Who Receives Sixteen Dollars Per Head
for Steers.
San Antonio, Texas, April 2.S. Some
notion relative to who gets the profit
in the high cost of living just now
may be gathered from the fact that
good beef cattle are selling at
Mexico, at $16 gold per head.
For some time much activity in export cattle trade has been present in
northern Mexico due to releasing certain sections from quarantine. A few
days ago 1,000 head, mostly beef cattle, were driven across the new international bridge at Brownsville. These
cattle averaged the seller $12.50 per
head. Just now many Texans are in
the vicinity of Matamoras buying cattle to be brought across the river to
the American side. From the prices
paid for these animals, it is apparent
that some one, between the breeder
and the butcher who retails the meat,
realizes a very large profit, and there
is no getting away from the notion
that the American farmer who stocks
his pastures with cattle at $10 and
$10 per head is not the man who suffers great loss in the transaction. For
some time there has been a demand
by many southwestern stockmen for
a waiver of the duty on stock cattle
from Mexico. In that country cattle can be grown very cheaply on the
native pasture land. But it does not
appear from the instance just quoted
in the foregoing that if cattle are
brought across the border free, beef
to the American consumer will be any
cheaper.
Mata-mora-

terday
SALVATION
GAMPS
the Carthage Fuel company, spoke interestingly of the improvements and other
form, on account of the exthe increase in output of the Carthags
In the capacity of presi- treme weakness of the
patient's
company.
dent, Mr. Stackhouse, works actively stomach. I have known vinol to
for the furtherance of the coal min- restore appetite and Infusa new life
ing industry and is acquainted with when everything else failed."
Mrs. C. W. Stump, Canton, Ohio,
every department, of the work. "We
are now installing a complete elec- says: "I wish I could induce every
tric plant at the mines," said Mr. mother who has a weak, sickly child
Stackhouse, "and will get bigger re- to try the delicious cod liver preparsults than ever. Compressed air has ation
Vinol, as It restored health
been the power on which we have and strength
to our daughter after
had to rely in the past, and while our all else had failed.."
Vinol is a .boon to weak mothers
output was good, we have not been
able to get at the coal as we should. and sickly chhildren.
If it fails to
A central plant will supply power to give satisfaction we will refund
your
the three mines, the Hilton, the Gov- money.
Capital Pharmacy.
AR
and
the
500
Bernal.
Two
ernment,
For Mothers and Children
horse-powe-r
boilers have been put in.
Hundreds of tired mothers and
FOR ALL COUGHS AP D COLDS
When we have completed the plant sickly children were
given fresh air
For bronchitis, hoarseness and and all our electric equipment has and rest during the past summer by
installed
we
been
will
our
increase
the Salvation Army at its fresh air
tickling in the throat. Especially force of employes by
of the
camps.
recommended for children and present number,
There are many tired mothers who
delicate persons. No opiates. A
"There are more than 750,000 tons
medicine, not a narcotic. The of coal blocked out in the three mines. have sickly children who were not
Bee Hive on the carton is the There is a great demand for our prod- fortunate enough to be given such an
mark of the genuine. Refuse uct in Albuquerque and at the El outing and we ask thhose mothers as
substitutes.
Paso smelters, and usually in Old a duty to themselves and their childMr. Otto Paul, Milwaukee,
Wis., Mexico. At present this field is a lit- ren to read the two following letsays Foley's Honey and Tar is still tle slow on account of the war, but ters:
Mrs. Rose
more than the .best. He writes us, coal is a staple that always finds a
Hawthorne Lathrop,
"All those that bought it think it is market, so the war does not affect who has done bo much good among
the children of New York City, says:
the best for coughs and colds they our operation very much.
ever had and I think it is still more
"These New Mexico mines are "Little children seem to delight in
than the best. Our baby had a bad more ,extensive than is often' sup- taking Vinol.
In my work among
cold and it cured him in one day. posed. For instance, the depth of the the destitute sick, I give
Vinol
Please accept thanks." Sold by all main slope of the Hilton Is 1,260 feet, In many cases where It would he imIts average angle of dip is ten per possible to give cod liver oil In any
druggists.

Cas-ner- ,

.

April

Tho

2X.

both lines, a

tract

of land adjoining

the yards was bought at a cost of
$2,000 per front foot. This additional
land will give yard room to accommodate the growing traffic of the two
lines. The fact is every road entering
Texas from the north finds itself
DRY FARMING BEING
taxed to the limit as the result ot
TRIED IN MEXICO. immigration to the southwest and
the
great growth of tonnage incidental to
Chihuahua, Mexico, April 28. Dry opening new agricultural areas on
farming has received a great deal of what was once cattle range.
attention in Mexico, particularly in
those sections where irrigation is
not profitable without great expense
Senor Zeferino Dominguez has made
"
a study of this form of agriculture for
i
a number of years and is said to be
the best posted man in that Republic
on dry farming. Senor Dominguez
has been invited to make a trip
through certain sections of the United States for this purpose of giving
farmers the benefit of his information.

THE AGONY OF
A

ome to

A BABY UNDER

SKIN AFFLICTION

is all the more terrible because it can't
tell you how it suffers. But there is relief at hand not only relief but a permanent cure from prickley
heat,
rashes, hives, exzema and all other
skin affections so prevalent among infants during the summer months. If
you want t see your baby rest easy
once again and a look of relief
spread over ifs little face, just apply
this splendid r medy ZEMO. We believe honestly and sincerely that in
ZEMO you will find the cure you have
been praying for. We can tell you
in all truth that we have made thousands and thousands of parents happy
with this simple, but sure remedy.
And to prove our absolute sincerity,
we have instructed all druggists sell- ing ZEMO, to refund the purchaser his
money if the very first bottle does not
bring relief. Used persistently thereafter ZEMO is bound to cure.
ZEMO and ZEMO SOAP make tho
most economical as well as the cleanest and most effective treatment for
affections of the skin and scalp whether on infant or grown person.
Sold by druggists everywhere and in
Santa Fe by our authorized agent
The Capital Pharmacy.

anta Fe
Modern Woodmen
of
America

Convention
Santa Fe, N. M., May 3rd, 1911.
For this occasion the Santa Fe will
sell tickets from all points in New
Mexico to Santa Fe and return at one
fare for the round trip.
and
one-thir- d

Dates of sale, April 30th, May 1st
and 2nd. Return limit, May 5th, 1911.

H.

S. LUTZ, Agent.
Santa Fe,

N. M.

CALIFORNIA
;
EXCURSIONS;
MPT
SAN DIEGO,
LOS

JIT

SAN FRANC15C0,
OAKLAND,

AN0ELE5,
12, 13, 14,

May,

12, 13, 14,

May,

$50.90

$49.15

:

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.,
One way via Portland or Seattle, May, 12, 13, 14, 29, 30, &

31 4
1
4

$68.35
Return Limit, July 31st,

3
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"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"
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FOLEY'S

H.

HONEY-T-

one-hal-

Kans.,

"Katy" railroad company has arranged to issue bonds in the sum of
$107,000,000.
Eighty two millions of
this sum will be used in taking up
outstanding debts and $25,000,000 in
The line from Kansas
improvements.
will be
City to. Parsons, Kansas,
straightened until it will be almost atl
air line. From Parsons through
lahoma a double track will be laid,
this being necessary as the result of
the great increase in southern traffic,
particularly the rapid growth in passenger transportation. In San Antonio,
Texas, the "Katy" uses the Southern
Pacific tracks for its terminal and on
account of the growth of business of

h--

When Going

IN BONDS.

$107,000,000

Santa

am

a

AA

S.

Tr

LUTZ,

Agent.

Fe, N. M.

R0SWELL AUTO CO., ROSWELL, N. M.
Carrying the V. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N, M., and
RoswelL N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railroad.
Leaves Vaughn at 8:45 a. .m., arrive in Roswell at 2:00 p. m.
Leaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar-

to
Baggage allowance 100 lbs.
each regular ticket, excess baggage
at the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
We are equipped to carry any kind
of trunks or baggage, up to 1,500 lbs.
Special rates are given for excursions, for eight or more passengers.
For further Information, write the

rive in Vaughn

Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, N. M.
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western
Tell me
seeing, all the year round, has no 1" condition for the past ten years I cannot find any glasses.
to
the
were
the
from
flown
them
porch
"Willie"
yard,
Among
England.
$4.75(56.15.
to
his watch- where they are and I'll set them on
rest park for visitors. Roswell Regis- is due, to a large extent,
F. W. FARMER
scaled the fence, and was seen no Lewis, Frank Moran and "Sammy"
Kansas City, April 2S. Cattle ReHe is one of the sturdy Re- the table."
fulness.
ter Tribune.
Homestead No.
forever.
Is a heavyweight, who
more
thereabouts
Moran
Smith.
Market
ceipts 5,000, no southerns.
publicans of the territory and was
"Mercy me whatever shall I do?"
Bootleggers.
2879.
been participating in many bouts steady.
has
steers
Native
"Pfohibi-tiofrom
Kate
"I
treasurer
of
Rio
Arriba
a
that
man
county
We heard
say
county responded
upstairs.
of
Brotherhood
While They Detect.
clubs during the last six southern steers $4.25(55.90; southern
York
New
in
all
for
min
bootlast night
the
before he was appointed Auditor by loaned them
made bootleggers and that
is sure to leave a months. Lewis, the middle-weighcriminal
Yeomen
American
Is cows and heifers
"Every
native
Mr. ister's donation party and they have
leggers are hypocrits." ' No, friend, former Governor M. A. Otero.
Second
number of clows behind him."
Meets
signed to meet George Gunther, the cows and heifers $3(55.80; stockers
Prohibition never made either boot- Sargent will be an important factor not sent them back. Please go ask
old
the
on
the
officer,
other
side.
and Fourth Thursreplied
"Yes,"
police
boxer,
Philadelphia
and
feeders
bulls
not
Is
toe
If
well
his
$4.75(55.60;
Samuel
enough
new
in
state.
animals
Estancia
the
leggers of hypocrits; the
Daily
for twenty calves
"I suspect that some of them leave This bout is scheduled
Delgado's
days,
$406.25; western steers $4.55
for him to step over and get them."
made themselves.
Roswell Daily Re- Herald.
as many as possible so as to keep the rounds.
Smith hopes to meet Matt
Hall. H. Foreman,
of
the
5.90; western cows $3.25(55.
do
Kate
"I'll
kind,
nothing
cord.
Had Met Him Before.
catch
while
chamdetectives theorizing
they
Wells, the English lightweight
C. G. Richie, Cor.
Hogs
Receipts 6,000. . Market
Messrs. Fergusson and J. D. Hand, Price," said Emily as she flounced a steamboat."
pion.
Sec. Mrs.
to weak. Bulk $66.10; heavy
Daisy
kitchen.
to
the
steady
back
Found Elsewhere.
of
the
representatives
An Innuendo.
Farmer.
walled
Kate."
Flora.
"I've
and
butchers
"Kate
$0(5
packers
If it is true that trachoma has ob- Democracy of New Mexico, are in
Change Charter Oak Stake.
fixed the tables,
Stage Manager Sir, if you will just
6.15; light $6.056.15.
tained such a foothold In Santa Fe, Washington opposing the New Mex- dusted the room andcards
At a meeting of the Connecticut
stand where I Indicate vnn will hn in
find
are
the
where
can't
Market
I
but
Sheep
Receipts 4,000.
Mr. Fergusson i3
the
association
for
isn't, it about time that the Roswell ico constitution.
the
purses
Fair
fi moat nnnrnnriate nonltlnn Ba far
Muttons $3.404.25; lambs
steady.
harness
schools were putting on that physical well known to us and we have had they?"
circuit
Grand
Sale of timber District No. 3. Alnuquer
meeting at
"Brother Tom was going to get I am concerned.
New Mexico.
pi ll 5. 1911. Sealed bid
Oak park in the fall have been $4.90(55.75; fed wethers and yearlings que.
Such a condition in a vague ana snaaowy notion tnat
examination?
Charter
so?
Author
outside. "Bid, Timber Sale, Uencra
two
o'clock
marked
Why
train and,
home on the
The Charter Oak $10,000 $3.755; fed western ewes $3.404 Notice, Ki h'ry 15. 1911, Jemez Niuloiiftl For
decided
Roswell would be unthinkable.
upon.
Mr. Hand was not to us entirely unIs
Because
that
some new ones, but he hasn't
Stage Manager
eat and addressed to the I'istrict Forester
But until now we have not bring
purse for trotters was changed from
known.
Register Tribune.
received tip
come yet oh dear, what shall I do?" where they locate the "tormenters.'
Albuquerque, N. Mejc.wlll be
Notice for Publication.
2:14
to
class.
2:09
the
The
chief
the
to and Including thesth day of May 1911, for
to
all
It
been able
"place" him.
"Where are the old ones?" suggestof the Interior,
b 11 or any part of the merchantable dead
Department
Oak
be:
will
Charter
events
$10,000
He is the gentleman ed Flora.
comes back.
Cleaning Up.
timber stanulnir or down, and nil or any
Pecos Forest. Not Coal Land.
Too Much.
ot the live timber marked for rutting
purse for trotters, 2:14 class; the
My Goodness! what has been go- who, some years ago, offered a team
TJ. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. part
"Why, I brought one of Rover's litfor
sudby the Forest Otllcers, located In Sections
Boulevard
2:30
some
has
$2,000
pacers,
"Your
received
wife
purse
Twenty-onof mules as a premium for the best tle pups in the house last night and
K. K, , anil in that por17. 18, 19. 20. T. 19 N
ing on in Colfax county?
April 27, 1911.
class; the Nutmeg $2,000 purse for
tion of unsurveyeil townships 18 and 19 N.,
sentences by Judge Roberts at exhibit of wheat at an interstate fair while I was not looking it chewed the den shock. What has happened?"
M
P.
NOTICE
R.5K..N.MPark
is
2:16
the
Franlyliin south of the Ala$2,500
class;
"I don't know, doctor. I came home pacers,
hereby given that
the close of the spring term of the at Albuquerque.
mos ('anon, east of the Kara location o. 1
The prize was won whole pack up in tiny bits."
"
for trotters, 2:08 class, and the cisco R. Montoya, of Glorieta, N. M., Giunt.
purse
of
last
night
the
north
early
Frljoles anon, and
district court last Saturday. That by a Salt river valley farmer but on
Before Flora had time to express
within the
who, on April 18, 1906, made home- west of the Knmori VIeII (irnnt
that probably accounts for Hartford $3,000 handicap trot
some prtext was withheld
cw Mexico, estiis awful! Let us try to do better.
JftiK'K National
for at her inward feelings, the front door it.""Ah,
stead entry, No.
for SE mated to be 10 million ft B. M. more or less
Colfax Stockman.
least a time. As we now recall there oi ll rang. Each girl waited tor
jellow plneand Douglas fir.
Section 32, Township
16
N., of western
No bid of less than J3.00 per M.ft. B.
was some sort of a compromise.
to make the move, but no one
11 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has M. will be considered and a
They Shouldn't Do It.
Range
deposit of
Arizona Republican.
cared to take the Initiative. Flora and
Lesson In Economy.
Too many men
filed notice of intention to make Fi- $500.00 ofmust be sent toN.the M.First National
to
Bank
on
for
a
and
in
each bid
Get
met
ever
hall
Don't
cement
new
the
Albuquerque,
Mrs.
blocks
of
jag
try
you
gasped
Emily
Muggins
Eighteen
r
nal
Forester. Timproof, to establish claim submitted to the District
The moment when
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
hear Kate's voice calling out of the up- to save any money?
sidewalks are to be put down in SilIs exempted from
claims
valid
ber
upou
Love strikes a nag.
to
land
the
above described, before sale. The Hunt to reject any and all bids is
Mr. Muggins Sure. I saved $4 toConnections made with Automobile per window:
ver City, and that is a mark of proRegister or Receiver of the U. S. reserved. For further Information and re"Please ring again. I don't think day. Borrowell struck me for $5 and
gress that speaks volumes for that line at Vaughn for Roswell, aaily.
governing sales, address Forpst
Land Office, at Santa Fe, N. M., on gulations
I only let him have $1.
Supervisor, Jemez National Forest. Sflnta
the girls heard you."
Good sidewalks Automobile leaves Vaughn for
Sizing Him Up.
hustling little city.
Mex.
ARTHUR O. RINOLAND,
Fe.New
the
23rd
of
1911.
day
June,
Flora dropped her apron and start"What Is your name V
Forester.
are a valuable asset in any city or
at 8:30 a. m. tind arrives at RosClaimant names as witness: Jesus District
the
door.
turned
catch,
She
the
for
ed
name
Is
answered
the
Norval,"
town. El Paso Times.
"My
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Not to Be Blamed.
MonTiburcio
"On the Grampian hills my Gonzales y Roybal,
pulled, she put her knee against it
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The she
seems to be a regular prisoner.
man
"That
Good results always follow iie use
toya, Esquibel Ortiz, all of Glorieta,
some
more.
and
his
feeds
flocks."
father
pulled
between
F
fare
Santa
and
Wins,
Torrance
Moriarty
N. M., and Jose Martinez, of Santa Fe, ot
We Iconoclast. Nothing is sacred to him.''
me.'
come
do
In
Is
"This
"Oh,
' Once more the iconoclast
help
Foley Kidney Pills. They give
the
Emily,
gent
sheep
evidently
gets a Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
"Well, you can hardly blame him. business," commented the desk ser- N. M.
prompt relief in all cases of kidney
Jolt in the short ribe. The postoffice Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- simply must let them In."
was
a
was
he
When
he
badly
boy,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
So together they pulled, then the
and bladder disorders. Try them. Sold
geant, "Makeinqulrios around the stocs
department has refused to change the mobile by wire. J. W. Stoclm-- d.
gored by a sacred cow In a circus."
glrla pn.Jae.aHtslue.bacc-R.toJisin.bRegister. by all druggists.
boys."
yards,
,
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The Bridge

ANOTHER WONDERFUL
TELEGRAPHIC INVENT'ON.
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piece of land near Berino, Dona An.
county, at fllQ per acre. The land is
CITY TOPICS
all in alfalfa and is a very fine little
place of 30 acres. Mr. Brooks Is the
brother of the adjutant general of
the territory.
Santa Fe, X.
V
April 2b.
Rexall vMolet Talcum Powder, the
The weather for New .Mexico N
ladies' favorite, at 20 cents a can on
is generally fair tonight and
Saturday only, at Fischer Drug ComSaturday with not much change
pany..
N in temperature.
New and interesting program
at
Elks tonight, 'Oh! You Clubman,"
the
at
Shovels
and
"rioes
Irrigation
"Red Eagle," "Vanity and its Cure.";
GOEBELS.
All subjects good ones,
A PERFECT skin food- - for Wrin;
of all kinds, we are headquarters for fresh vegetables and always
Contest Closes at 9:30 p. m. The
rails-- ;
and
Shallowness,
sagging
kles,
First Regiment Band fifty dollar dia-- !
have a large supply of everything the home and other markets afford.
cles. Address P. O. Box Y2.
mond ring contest will close at 9:30
Remember those good pictures at
No
p. m. at the carnival grounds.
OUR BAKERY DEPARTMENT
the Elks. We are showing them ev- votes will be taken after that hour.
try day.
Remember this ring will be presented
first class 6 loaves of bread for 25 cents
Everything
Decorative Supplies, if interested,
to the most popular young lady in
'
read the change of advertisement of
Santa Fe. The vote today stands as
'
the Santa Fe Hardware and Supply
follows:
Company.
Miss Lena Baca '.'
2,190
Phone No.
Phone No.4.
Wedding License A m irriage
Miss Eloisa Delgado
2,130
cense was issued today to Vicente F.
Miss Lucy Xapoleon
1,278
Her-j
Koybal aged 2."), of Jaeona, and
Moving a House A tent belonging
sabela Roybal. aged 19, of San Udcto air. and Mrs. W. O. Sargent was
fonso.
moved this afternoon from Mr. SarIn a Good Cause Those who attend
gent's residence to that of Mrs. Summers on Don Caspar avenue.
The
the lecture tomorrow evening at Li-- i
brary hall will have an enjoyable
speed at which the house was pulled
hour and a half and will be helping in
by several horses attracted much atthe good cause of making the library
tention. Mr. and Mrs. Sargent will re'
i
of greater use.
side at the Sanitarium.
A HAPPY CUSTOM MORE UNIVERFrom 41 to 64 That was the varia
Accident to No. 1 Santa Pe (rain
lion in temperature yesterday and the
SALLY OBSERVED
EACH
No, 1 from the East, yesterday had a
YEAR
narrow escape from a serious acciaverage relative humidity was (2 per
The lowest temperature last
cent.
dent. The second locomolive. as the
train was pulling into the Las Vegas
night was AD degrees and at 0 a. m.
today it was 43 degrees.
yards, threw a tire and one of the
Extension
Lectures
'
terest you.
University
rods was snapped off. The
driving
PARTICULARLY SUITED FOR THE OCCASION
::
::
Those who heard Professor John D.
Erother Buys steam blow-of- f
Adjutant General's
pipe wa3 broken and
ClarK of the I'niversity, last Satu- Farm D. J. Jones has practically the large pump damaged,
but the
We have EXQUISITE DESIGNS in Filigree Crosses--(iol- d
and
rday night, will be glad to hear an closed a deal with W.
Brooks on a train was going so slowly that it was
SilverPlain and set with turquoisefor chains, brooches,
brought to an immediate stop.
etc. A NEW LINE OF THE LATEST IN JABOT PINS. h i,
inPreparing for the
Our Store is Filled with Suggestions.
terested in Guadalupe church are preparing for the big bazaar which will
WORTHY VOIR BEST FRIENDS
open Tuesday in Library hall and continue for several days. Much elegant
Manufacturing
fancy work and other things that will
Jeweler.
appeal to everyone are to be sold at
the bazaar. The ladies of the church
are going to make this fete a great
success ana tneir efforts merit encouragement.
Brother Andrews Funeral The funeral of the Yen. Brother Andrew, who
This is the season that most women begirrto think of
died at the Sanitarium. Wednesday
night, took place this morning from
touchingup "and redecorating the house. A change here
San Miguel's chapel where services
or there does much toward making things look like new.
were conducted by the chaplain of St.
Michael's college,
the Rev. Louis
this pleasant store you will find just the things you want and
The pall bearers were
Dougherty.
afford
We
have
can
at
to
varnishes,
paints,
always
pay.
prices you
pupils of Brother Andrew's clas. The
oils, stains, and can offer you many valuable suggestions along
funeral was attended by the fifteen
brothers and all the pupils of the colthis line.
lege who walked in procession to the
Please feel perfectly free to come in and look around
Undergrave in Rosario cemetery.
whether you purchase anything or not.
takers Mulligan & Rising had charge
of the funeral arrangements.
Alabastine, the beautiful wall coating for interior deco$-at
Oh! You Clubman.
See how he exrating is sold and recommended by us.
plains to his wifey. It's at the Elks
Come in and look over the new Alabastine wall and l"ag
WM tonight.
k ceiling designs.
Saturday Rexall Special On Saturday we sell Rexall Violet Talcum
Powder, the best Talcum in town, at
Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.
20 cents a full sized can and a free
sample of other Rexall goods. FischThe
er Drug Co.
Tonight is the Night-Wh- en
you
present something to the Santa Fe
Club's walls for their decoration and

no.

4

Andrews "Cash" no.

4

GROCERY and BAKERY

j
j
'

Fresh Vegetables

Vita-graph-

i

t
i

L

equally interesting speaker at Library
hall tomorrow evening. Miss Cheshire
will sing. Admission 23 cents.
Meeting
Indefinitely
Postponed
Word has been received that Miss
l.aut will not return to Santa Fe until
of
Sunday evening. In consequence
this her meeting with the chairmen
of
the various
committees of the
Woman's Board of Trade at the residence of Dr. Massie, intended for this
evening, is indefinitely postponed.
Red Eagle another one of
It's
great western drama
at the Elks tonight.
Loses Black Horse We have heard
o; "black horses'' in political fights
but just now the black horse that is
being discussed is thai lost in the
Rito de los Frijoles canon by Superintendent Tyler of the Presbyterian
.Mission S. i.ool. The horse has eith
er strayed away or been stolen, and
.Mr. Tyler would like to get news of
the animal.
Social Tonight Remember tne social at the M. E. church tonight. Ad
mission free; 10 and 10 cents for refreshments.
Home made candy for
sale; also fine linen imported Chinese
drawnwork insertions and doilies from
T.'ic to $5 a piece.
Proceeds for Chin
ese famine sufferers.
Another Rexall Saturday Special
Rexall Violet Talcum Powder, 20 cents
a full sized can on Saturday
only.
Fischer Drug Co.
Market-Attenti- on
is
Hayward's
c.Uled to the advertisement of Hay- ward's meat market on page S of this
issue. There are figures (hat will in-

F. Andrews

j

li-- I

The Giving of Gifts

.

.

the education of those who gaze
thereon. Bring a picture or a stein
or anything that can be hung up, held
up or put up, is the request of the
club.
Of course members only are
asked to contribute.
It Begins About 4:30 While there
is a dispute on about the time of the
beginning of the eclipse of the sun
today, some scientists maintaining
that It would be visible in the western
states in the morning, the figures'ot
the Xew York World Almanac state
clearly that the partial eclipse begins
in this region about 4:25 p. m. and
can be seen for an hour. Those interested in Old Sol therefore will likely
get out their smoked glass and get
busy with their neck craning at half
after four this, the 2Sth day of April.
It is to be hoped that the eclipse will
not make people think of April the

i
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Fair-rThos-
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II

TI
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"Lion Special"

first.

Ladies should try a can of Rexall
Violet Talcum Powder. On Saturday
make a siiecial price of 20 cents
a can. Fischer Drug Co.
Feast of St. Paul Today is the
feast of St. Paul of the Cross and tomorrow will be the feast of St. Peter,
martyr. These feasts are always observed with more or less eclat in
w--

-

--

i

SwtJoar&ecomtmg

,1a"er

Wholesale and Retail

Porter House

Can't Make

Round
Sirloin
Short Cuts

Mendel Silber.
E.

Mc-

Queen Gry.
Second Vice President, Francis E.
Wood.
Secretary, A. B. Stroup.
Treasurer, A. J. Maloj.
Moving Into Otero Residence Dr.
and Mrs. Standley
G. Small have
leased the residence of Former Governor M. A. Olero on Washington avenue and are moving into !t. They
will be at home there after May 1st.
Dr.' Smail will have his office there
and will also be found there by applicants of automobile licenses for
the physician is secretary of the
board of examiners. He will be visible 11 a. m. to 12:30 p. m. and 2 to 3
p .m. each way day, and those who
have a regard for the city ordinances
may do well to consult Secretary-Smal- l
ab,juit their ben"ine buggy

MflKET

Cutlets
Stew
Pot Roast
Chops

20c 2 for
10c 3 for
15c 2 for
20c 2 for

35c
25c

Cents

Picnic

25c

Hams

35c

PORK
Loins
Spare Ribs

20c

Sausage

15c

15c

MUTTON
17'.c
20c

Leg
Chops

Stew

12

k

POULTRY
Turkeys
All

Phone
92

Hens

Springs
Kinds of Sausages, Vegetables, Fruits, Etc.
Ducks

HAYWARD'S

Don't Pay For a Name

There's Nothing In It

Shoe with a fancy, copyrighted name
can't fit a foot any better or fk any more
feet than if it were only known by the
good old English word of "Shoe."
Many women buy Shoes that don'tfit
for the sake of wearing a Shoe with" a
fancy name.

OUR SHOES at $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 or
$4.00 possess all the beauty, grace,

elegance, and style a woman can get
in a Shoe.
We've a size, width and shape for
every woman's foot, and we say: Bring
back your shoes, if they disappoint you
in any way.

NATHAN SALMON.

Lb.

VEAL

A Woman's Shoe Fit
A

-.

Rolled Rib Roasts
No Bone 20c
12V & 15c
Pot Ribs
10c
lb 3 for 25c
Boil Beef

T Bone

jaKftf
A Name

l-

-

'

yt

.00

G E RD E S

President,

First Vice President, Dr.

BEEF

t

For Sale by

as follow:

e

Challenge them all for style & quality at

5

named after these saints.
Albuquerque Will Fight TuberculosisOfficers of Albuquerque society
for the Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis; were elected last evening

We have had lots of free advertising this last week. Nevertheless we are going to give you some more, and give you some pretty
good CASH PRICES for this time of the year.
Yes Mabel: It's still Hayward's Market, the rent is paid, and
we will sure be here with the goods.

latsf

i

HAYWARD'S

churches

IRE

Phone
92

